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ABSTRACT
This thesis seryes to challenge social norms of gender polarity through the design

of an innovative multi-unit multi-sex public washroom. Bathroom discourse and
design has historically reflected a dichotomized view of gender, however cultural

trends indicate that this notion is no longer accurate. A re-examination of the
public washroom is necessary in order to re-align its design to satisfy social and
functional requirements. With the information gathered through literature reviews,

focus group discussions and precedent analysis, the writer will design
washroom within three different contexts which will seek
natural and unnatural aspects of gender.

a

public

to reveal the both the
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1.1 SUMMARY

This practicum represents the design of a multi-sex multi-unit public

washroom. The practicum will explore the design of three such washrooms
within the context of: 1) a nightclub 2) an office and 3) a university. The

commonly utilitarian public washroom space will be transformed into a space
which enables users to reveal their natural and unnatural construction of gender.
The design will reflect theories of gender construction, and incorporate theories
relating to the sexuality of space and its capacity to affect gendered identities.
Further research into historical washroom design, accompanied by a focus group
review and precedent analysis will supply the remainder of the information
needed to inform the design of the public washroom.

1.2 PURPOSE

The potential influence that the public washroom may have on the
gendered identity of its users is the impetus for this design investigation" The
writer believes it is a designer's responsibility to revisit the design of spaces to
ensure that they not only satisfy user's needs but also reflect current societal

values. A public washroom has the potential to neutralize or erase an artificial
gendered dichotomy that no longer reflects social norms, thereby creating a
space that does not discriminate, but is rather inclusive of all its users. By
identifying shortcomings within current public washroom design and incorporating
information gathered through literature reviews, precedent analysis and focus
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group results, the designer will confidently design a public washroom more
suited to the functional and social needs of present users.

1.3 AUDIENCE
Primarily, this thesis seeks to enlighten those concerned with the built

environment i.e. designers, architects, and contractors in designing future
washrooms, and the implication of such gender stratified spaces on gendered

identities. The topic of gender is rooted within a much larger discourse and the
subject matter affects the fields of sociology, psychology and cultural
anthropology. As such, the reading audience is not limited to the academic
realm, but also includes lawmakers, developers and business owners"

.1

2.1 GENDER
ln order to design a public washroom sensitive to the nature of gender we
need to understand the concept of gender. The binary categorization of humans

as being either male or female is no longer widely accepted. As a result, many
post-modern theorists such as Judith Butler and Lacan have analyzed why we
perceive ourselves as gendered beings (Butler, 1990).

The notion that gender and sexuality are predetermined by nature and
biology represents an orthodoxy which was adopted by the medical community in

the nineteenth century (Butler, 1990). Accompanying this belief was the
ideological notion that humans, at inception, could be categorized as either male
or female. However, the boundaries of the male-female categorization have

become blurred (Butler, 1990). As such, the resulting theories regarding the
degree to which gender is said to be either natural or constructed have been

widely discussed.

2.1.1 Gonstructed vs. lnnate: The Debate
ln order to better understand gender theory the writer has concentrated on
the works of Judith Butler, who is at the forefront of establishing theories about
gender construction. Judith Butler challenges the notion that sex and gender are
universal, stable and innate (Salih, 2002). ln contrast to her scientific colleagues,
Butler claims that all gender, by definition, is unnatural (Butler, 1990). She posits

that no necessary connection exists between one's body and one's gender.
Meaning that in essence, a person may have the body of a female, and not
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display any traits that are characteristically feminine; similarly, one may possess
a male body, and not display traits considered to be masculine (Salih, 2002). By
collapsing this dependency between sex and gender, Butler underscores the
notion that gender is not something which we are born with.
Butler ascertains that these categories were born out of a heterosexual
culture which continues to perpetuate and maintain what she calls a 'compulsory
heterosexuality'1; the notion that humans necessitate classification as either male
or female. Furthermore, she contends that in society, sex and gender are so
discursively constructed that there exists no freedom beyond this heterosexual

discourse (Butler, 1990). By dispensing with the idea that gender is innate,
Butler is asserting that gender is an enactment, or rather somewhat of a choice
one makes.
According to Butler, in choosing one's gender, the subject finds him or

herself bound by the discourse within which gender is defined. As such, the
subject is forced to interpret their gender based solely on historical gender norms
(Butler, 1990). lf a person can choose their gender; they choose between being
male or female. Once this choice is made, the subject is then responsible for

deciphering how to acknowledge and 'do'this construction (Butler, 1990). The
act of "doing" their gender construction must conform within the gender
preconceptions determined by societal pressures and controls. lf gender is
constructed, then at what point does the constructing begin?

Ì

Compulsory heterosexuality: the dominant order in which men and women are required or even forced to

be heterosexual. (defìnition by poet and critic Adrienne Rich)
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2.1.2 Peformativity
This question leads us to another concept synonymous with Butler;

performativity. Using this term has caused much confusion because of the root
of the word stemming from performance. The idea that gender identity is a

performative construct implies that the subject can get up and perform his/her

identity. However Butler firmly acknowledges a distinction between performance
and performativity (Butler,

1990). Unlike performance, performativity does not

presuppose the existence of a subject. Butler discerns that there exists no actual
"doer" of gender (Salih, 2002). She justifies her account by identifying the

interdependence and inseparability between the acts of constituting one's gender
and the body which performs the acts.
According to Butler, all bodies are gendered from the beginning of their
social existence (Salih, 2002); in essence there exists no "natural body". At birth,
a child goes from a pre-birth 'it' to a 'he' or 'she', based on recognizable male or

female genitalia (Butler 1993). The act of allocating the gender based on one's
sex, aptly coined interpellation, supports Butler's assertion that gender is not
natural.

This interpellation of sex and gender is reinforced throughout the life of the
subject through various social authorities and regulations (Butler, 1993).

Through style of dress, appropriate toys, employment opportunities, experience
of spatial organization (including the public washroom); the subject is forced to
define their gender within a "highly rigid regulatory frame" (Salih, 2002). Gender
becomes the effect rather than the cause of discourse (Butler, 1990). lt is in this
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sense that gender identity ís performative. This leaves us questioning, if gender
is a process, with no pre-existing being, then what and who determines what we

become and the way in which we become it? What is the causing effect of
gender?

2.1.3 The Body
For centuries, biological and medical scientists have understood the
physical body to be the sole indicator of gender (Cornell, 2002). This explicit

conclusion has been challenged by psychologist John Money. Money claimed
that socialization was a more powerful influence on gender than genetics and
hormones (Cornell, 2002). He supports this claim by drawing attention to
incidents where children are born one sex, but raised another due to insufficient

genitalia. Although his example is instrumental in showing the power of rearing
and socialization, it is not sufficient in answering how gender can be re-enacted
outside a heterosexual matrix. What about the matter of the body itself?
Butler asserts that there is such a thing as a physical body, but that sex
itself is also a discursive category (Butler, 1990). Butler has already dealt with

the issue of the body by asserting that sex is gender. That the body does exist,
but its materiality is only comprehended through discourse. lf we accept that the
body itself, namely sex, is also an effect of gender, and that it too is constructed,
then can we infer that the body itself is the site of construction?
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2,1.4 Sex and Society
The writer has looked to other theorists who have explored in what
capacity the body influences

gender.

Foucault argues that sex and sexuality

were produced by a discursive explosion which took place in the nineteenth

century. However, he acknowledges that through a reformation of discourse
itself we can change the way sex and gender are perceived (Salih, 2002).
Freud also acknowledges the influence of the body on the notion of

gender and likewise "self". Unlike Butler, he believes that gender and our
experience of "self", is always constrained by and derived from our physical body

(Silverman, 1996).
Psychoanalyst Paul Schilder agrees with Butler that gender is not a
biological given, but goes one step further to identify the cause of the

construction. He believes that gender identity is developed through a repetition
of social exchange. By coming into contact with other surfaces, and other
peoples, the ensuing sensations one feels lends itself to the realization of one's
body (Silverman, 1996).
This discussion of the surface of the body and its influence has also been
mentioned by Laplanche, who identifies the skin and the surface of the body as

an identification with gender or a "sack" which can limit identity. Although we
cannot choose how we are seen, and our appearance is often limited by our
physical body limits subjects continue to attempt to mask or alter the surface

through clothing and makeup (Silverman, 1996).
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The surface or appearance of the body has been identified as a

constraint in exploring gender identity due to the influence that the perceptions of
others may have of us, better known as the "cultural gaze". Lacan believes that
how we are perceived by the cultural gaze is of greater importance to us than

how we are able to see ourselves. ln what he calls lhe Mirror Sfage, Lacan
proposes that infants pass through a stage in which an external image of the
body, reflected in a mirror, produces a psychic response to the mental
representation of "1". The infant identifies with the image which seryes as a
gestalt to the infants' emerging perceptions of selfhood. But because the image

of a unified body does not correspond with the underdeveloped infants'
physicality, this image is established as an ideal toward which the subject will
perpetually strive throughout his/ or her life (Steadman,2001). lf this is the case,

then subjects prepping themselves in a washroom by looking in a mirror and
altering their appearance in an attempt to reach that ideal.
Although this section has been invaluable to display varying views on

gender and the factors which contribute to its construction, the writer will now
look specifically to the effect that the built environment, namely space may have
on the construction of gender.

2.2 GENDERED SPACE
As previously discussed, many theorists believe gender to be at least
partially socially constructed. The question is then, what are the factors which
influence this construction? Feminist geographers have studied the relations
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between bodies and gender and have begun questioning to what extent this
organization of space can perpetuate gender differences (Ainley, 1998). Others
such as Michael Brown and Doreen Massey have maintained that the

dependency is mutual; that although space has the potential to influence gender
distinctions, gender differences may play a part in how space is organized

(Browne, 2004). The subsequent sections will serve to examine and decipher
which of the above hold true.

2.2.1 Space as Sexual
There has always been a close relationship between sexuality and hidden
space in the built environment (Colomina, 1992). Architectural space is no
longer thought of as a static object, but rather a system of representation, and
because a body experiences that space, it has the potential to be feminine or
masculine (Colomina,1992). However, it is impossible to define specific qualities
attributed to feminine and masculine, as they are constantly evolving.
ln the nineteen seventies and eighties, the sexuality of a space was

dichotomised; in terms of female/male, feminine/masculine. Differences between
female and male principles in architecture were seen as two exclusive categories
(Rothchild, 1999). This belief suggested not only that female and male
differences in architecture were distinct, but assumed that there existed distinct
universal female and male identities, established according to the norm.
ln contrast, Margrit Kennedy discounted this dichotomised view, by
suggesting that space is neither male nor female, but rather expressing the
sexuality of a space in terms of a continuum, whereby the feminine and

l0
masculine differences are two contrasting poles and that the boundaries are
ambiguous (Rothchild, 1 999).
Gendered spaces can also serve as institutional controls whereby one sex
is confined to a certain space and as such subordinated. One of the earliest
examples of this type of gendered space is the boudoir. However it was much
more than a room because it generated discourse about sexual power

relationships. ln the Decoration of Houses by Edith Whafton, the boudoir, which
was possibly the most private room in the house, was often not shared with the

husband. lt was considered to be a space where a woman retired to
contemplate herself, and her actions: a place where she can think and be by

herself. The belief was that these activities, demanded absolute seclusion for a
woman; implying that only in the most private, inaccessible spaces can a woman
really be herself. ln contrast, men were offered freedom within both the private

domain and in the more accessible, public areas. Remnants of these spatial
segregations still exist today.

2.2.2 Genderism and Sexed Space
lf space can possess feminine or masculine qualities, then how can these
feminine or masculine spaces affect men and women? Genderism is a new term
which:

"articulates instances whereby individuals are discriminated
towards based on discontinuities between the sex with which an
individual identifies and how others, in a variety of spaces read their
sex. The compilation of queer and feminist theories have
recognised that the (re)formation of space could lend itself to how
the illusion of dichotomous sexes is (re)formed at the site of the
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body, thereby (re)constituting men and women in context" (Browne,
2004).
lndividuals who inhabit spaces which tempt the alleged man-masculinity/ woman-

femininity binary often find themselves subject to excluslons through verbal
abuse or even physical violence (Butler, 1990).

The public washroom is a site which is separated by the presumed
biological sex difference between men and women (Browne,2004). They are
sites which through spatial organization and equipment and furniture fit out

control and police individuals' bodies. Public washrooms assume a mutually
dependency between ones' sexed body and ones'sexed life. Kath Browne
studied nine women who participated in a study about non-heterosexual
women's lives. Women with gender ambiguous bodies, who used the female
public washroom, were subject to constant verbal abuse and social exclusion. ln

this situation, the subjects were limited in their choices, offered the option of only
the male or female stalls. ln this situation, the subjects are outside the discursive
categories of sex/ gender but they lived in the contexts where sex and gender is
crucial to their everyday lives (Browne, 2004). This example exemplifies Butlers'
claim that although there may exist a discontinuity between sex and gender, one
can only explore gender within the boundaries of a heterosexual matrix.

This consideration of spatiality is important because sex, sexuality and
gender are not only performed they are contextually enacted (Browne, 2004).
However, if place is re (making) and sexing us, is it too being (re)made and

sexed? ls the public washroom sexing us?
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2.2.4 Sexing the Public Washroom
Geographies of gender have proposed that spaces can reflect gendered
power and meanings. ln societies that separate male and female toilets, only

two possible sexes are built in. When one 'fails' the gender test, it is viewed as a
threat to the sanctity of the stable gendered norms. Genderism articulates how
those who transgress the accepted dichotomy of sex are policed. One
participant of Browne's study describes how she was harassed by a bouncer who
(based on her clothing and body shape) thought her to be male. She was

physically removed from the women's sacred washroom. ln this instance, the
bouncer demonstrated the necessity to police, or rather maintain gendered

norms. Through the reiterated and assumed use of female washrooms, these
sites continue to (re)make'women' as such and thus woman is'occupying space
as it occupies her' (Browne, 2004).
The above discussion, an example of gender disidentification,
underscores the importance of how one's physical gender perception can
influence sexed space. lf as discussed above, gendered identities are influenced

and maintained by the built environment, another dimension of space must be
examined.

2.3 SPAGE, POWER AND GENDER
lf indeed gendered identities are influenced and to some extent
maintained by the built environment, another dimension of space must be

examined. Space is sexually political due to the ensuing power dynamic which
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often emerges between inhabitants of the same or opposing sex. The creation
of a subjects' sex2, is essentially the effect of a power structure within which the
subject formation occurs (Salih, 2002). ln other words, the subject requires
power in order to be a subject. ln this section the power dynamic of space will be
applied to the context of gender construction. Because the social aspect of a

subjects' gender identity stems from how others perceive them, it is necessary to
identify which factors contribute to this perception within social space.

2.3.1 Power Politic in Space
The act of looking3 can be viewed as existing on a continuum, ranging
from the most obvious extroverted acts to the most subtle. Regardless of the
degree of observation, these actions succeed in changing the nature of space
due to the power relationship that develops when a space is inhabited. The
resulting formation is a power structure that emerges between the participants,
namely the observed and the observer.
One of the first extreme examples of the power dynamics of observation is

exemplified in Jeremy Bentham's Penitentiary Panopticon. ln Bentham's letters
published in

17BT ,

he states that his design is "A way of obtaining power, power

over mind..." The basic principle of his ideal prison is reflected in the name
itself, Panopticon, stemming from the Greek for all-seeing. The prison was

designed in such a way that each inmate was at all times visible from a central
tower, although never knowing when, or by whom with confirmation. As a result,
2

Sex: the term sex here is used to signifo one's gendered sex.

3

Looking: the terms looking and surveillance will be used interchangeably to signify any act of

observation.
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the power within the space was assigned to the observer. This resulted in a
natural occurring surveillance and promoted safety within the prison. The

premise being that he/ she who possesses the knowledge is empowered; making
seeing the link between power, knowledge and space.
ln the Birth of the Prison, Foucault also discusses the power tension which
arises from surveillance. Expanding on Bentham's Panopticon, Foucault strives

to identify how this power can be perfected. He recognizes that the power stems
not from the actuality of surveillance, but rather from the assumption that it is

occurring. The proposition is that the assumption of being observed can have
the same effect on a subject as actually being observed.
Although we cannot confirm with certainty whether the Panopticon would
have been completely effective, it does illustrate how by internalizing the feeling

of being watched, the subjects would surrender part of their free-will and power,
altering the power politic within their space.
Roland Barthes uses the camera as the reference for another

observationaltool. He considers how behaviour can be altered through the
medium of the camera. ln Barthes attempt to answer the question "how to face a
camera?" he articulates that

"once I feel myself being observed by the [camera] lens, everything
changes: I constitute myself in the process of "posing". I
instantaneously make another body for myself, I transform myself in
advance into an image....lfeel that the photograph creates my
body or mortifies it...the Photograph is the advent of myself as
other, a cunning disassociation of consciousness of identity"
(Silverman, 1996).
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Barthes explanation of his emotive concerns validates the power of the camera

operator, namely the observer. Because Barthes is concerned with what the
observer will think of him, he alters his behaviour in an attempt to satisfy the

expectations he believes the observer possesses.
However, an observer is not simply an 'embodied eye', each observer is
equipped with perceptions and opinions formulated through years of social
production (Silverman, 1995). As such, an observer possesses the power to
choose what he/ she is seeing based on their own assumptions; which can in
turn take identity out of context. For example, with respect to gender, if subject A

believes him /herself to be a male, but chooses to wear a skirt, an observer will
more likely stereotypically believe subject A to be female.

ln Barthes example, this gaze intervenes in reality by erasing it and
installing in its place an image of the real (Silverman, 1995). These
determinations can lead to an alteration of the subjects' identity, distracted him/
her from their true essence.

The power dynamic which results from observation can also lead to
instances whereby the observer loses the position of neutral distant observer,
and the power is shifted, (partially or in whole) to the observed. For example, in

Alfred Hitchcock's film "Rear Window", we see an ironic reversal of the
Panopticon. The character named Jeff Stewart is continuously inspecting what is
happening in the mysterious apartment across the yard. The inhabitants of the

apartment are aware that they are under Stewart's watchful eye, but rather than
be terrorized by his scrutiny, they ignore him and go on about their daily routine.
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On the contrary, it is Stewart himself, the center of the Panopticon, who is

terrorized, constantly looking out his window, anxious not to miss any activity

(Zizek,1992). Knowing they are being watched, the subjects transform the
window into a stage for the purpose of exhibitionism; relinquishing none of their
power.
Because seeing and looking have come to be appreciated as the
necessary confirmation of a subjects' existence: in effect "to be seen" is "to be",
can we infer that in effect "to be seen as male/female", is to be male or female?

2.3.2

Space and Reveal
lf the above holds true, interior designers may possess the power to

expose or conceal gender identities through the presence or lack of visual and
physical barriers. Design innovations ranging from the most primitive (a window),
to the more technological, (a remote video camera) allow us to peer through

spatial boundaries.
ln order for something to be observable, other things must drop out of the
same observation. The paradox is that by producing an observation, we are
unwillingly concealing the opposite. By introducing a visual distinction, we create
a double boundary, the inner boundary of the frame (field of vision), and the
boundary of the frame which excludes everything else (outside the field of

vision). Before this distinction occurs, the space stands at its current size,
however with the distinction imposed on the space by the obseryer, he/ she is
essentially zooming in on a close-up of the space and the perception of the

1l
space expands, taking on new dimensions (Armitage, 2000). Since gender
identity is partially based on how others perceive us, the above also applies to
gender construction. For example, if observer a can only see the feet of subject

A, he/she may assume (due to shoe style) that subject A is a female, however,
observer B, who sees all of subject A may believe that subject A is male. By
concealing or revealing only portions of a persons' body, the observed size of the

'frame' determines to what extent subject A's gender is exposed.

2.3.3 lmplications within the Gontext of Design
ln a culture where appearance and perception are at the forefront of
consumerism, art and architecture have taken on the main function of framing,
stating and representing objects to be desired (Betsky, 1997). This reality
requires designers to decide whether they should exploit this hunger by creating
spaces to see and be seen, or whether their intention should be to reveal the true
essence of the people and objects which they represent.
As the preceding sections have explained, the acts of surveillance and
looking can have adverse or favourable effects on physical space as well as
social space. The trait of people watching is everywhere (Jacobs, 1992). Since

vision is an ideological construction, it has the power to influence the formation of
a subjects' and ultimately gender identity (Silverman, 1995). Our society has
become obsessed with the urgent need of the gaze, the gaze which guarantees

our being or rather, self-confirmation. lt is through the presence of lack of
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psychological and physical barriers which interior designers can expose or

conceal natural and constructed gendered identities.

2.4 EVOLUTION OF THE PUBLIC WASHROOM
The public washroom is a space which we expect to find in almost every
public venue. lt is a space which we have taken for granted and which design
has been overlooked. Beyond its functionality, the public washroom has come to
represent social notions of gender, accomplished by its spatial division into one
of two categories: male and female. Although this division has been widely
considered as acceptable within western culture, it is not to say that it is sufficient
in providing a space which everyone can use. ln reality, the public washroom
may be the most absolute and unambiguous locus of gender segregation and
difference still left in our society (Cooper, 1999). Although recent geographers
have illustrated the importance of the washroom to citizenship and access to
public spaces, the site of the public toilet has been given limited attention
regarding gender transgressions (Browne, 2004).
This examination of the public washroom will identify potential functional

and social deficiencies within current washroom design.

2.4.1 History of the Public Washroom
The public washroom has evolved extensively; from unisex collective
roman baths to individual stalled washrooms familiar to today. Contrary to
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popular belief, the convenience of public toilets was created prior to that of
private residentialtoilets. The act of bodily excrement was appreciated as a

common biological necessity; not a shameful act requiring the segregation of
men and women. ln fact, the earliest public toilets did not segregate between
men and women. The Egyptians and Romans, the first peoples to possess the
technology to offer this public amenity, built communal arrangements, often out
of stone and wood, shared by both sexes (Rudofsky, 1984). The first public toilet
recorded in London was erected in the early thirteenth century and it too was

unisex. These public latrines were organized in two rows; men on one side,
women on the other, with the two sexes facing each other.

ln North America, The Health Act of 1B4B offered the first legislation to
monitor and maintain public conveniences (Cavanaugh, 2001). Accompanying
the Act was the provision of the technology required to construct modern public
conveniences, complete with the elements we would see in a washroom of

today. Some of these elements consisted of "separate areas for men and
women, individual cubicles with locking doors and ... .washing facilities and
mirrors", thus satisfying many of the concerns and requirements: safety,
cleanliness, and gender segregation.
Although the technology for separate gendered public facilities was readily

available, ironically their construction was actually met with resistance. Critics
such as male public officials believed that the erection of separate female

facilities represented a "want of delicacy" (Rudofsky, 1984). Also, they assumed
that the public latrines were only going to be used by the poor and would lead to
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even more public filth and indecency. However, with the subsequent intense
lobbying of the Ladies Association for the Diffusion of Sanitary Knowledge (LSA),

the concept of women's public toilets became increasingly accepted.
The building of women's public toilets in North America has been linked to
the growth of feminism in the late nineteenth century (Cavanaugh, 2001). W¡th
the advent of women in the workforce, civic authorities were forced to re-examine
the public washroom, and respond to a need for women to have a separate

space. At a time when conventional gender was still unsettled, the exploration of
the washroom revealed social meanings attached to the bathroom space; and

was a strategy employed to preserve existing social categories.
Generally speaking, the women's washroom was a male washroom that
had been converted to a female washroom by changing the sign on the door.
Martha Davis, a healthcare worker hired during the construction of the
Pennsylvania railroad exposed the inadequacies of the space for women by
identifying specific requirements which had been overlooked. Excerpts of her
notes are aS follows.. . "l suggested a couch be put in the women'S room in the
back shop. A bench with a pad on it was made, but this is not adequate, since
no one could possibly use it for illness, and this is, after all, what it should be

used for...A mirror has been broken in the women's rest room...This mirror was
brought by the girls themselves, and it should be replaced."

The importance of Davis' notes is twofold in that they reveal physical and
moral/ social implications. Her suggestions on the addition of physical changes
to the space, i.e. benches and mirrors, represent how the space had been
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transformed by its users, (women) and was serving multiple functions above the
implied excretory functions.

2.4.2 The 20th Century and Later
The 20th century raised new concerns for the designers of public

washrooms. Cleaner facilities, greater energy efficient facilities, better access for
individuals with physical concerns and environmentally friendly building systems
are some of the concerns raised from the lay public. Designers have met the

publics' need and what has emerged is the public washroom of today.
However, public toilets are rarely designed with the users needs at the

forefront of the decision but are rather driven by purely economic factors.
Building owners and tenants often meet minimum square footage required by
code only. Moreover, the design often discriminates against women through
matters of frequency, layout and location. A study performed by Cornell
University reported that men spend an average of 45 seconds using public toilets
whereas women take upwards of B0 seconds. lt is surprísing that even though

females spend more time performing their biological functions, additional
provisions are made for men in the form of urinals, effectively increasing the

outlets available to them; often creating long wait times at female washrooms
and empty cubicles in the men's washroom. Recently raised straightfonruard
biological differences have highlighted other current design inadequacies.
Women who are menstruating or who are pregnant need more frequent and
immediate access to toilets. Women have been socialized to sit down while
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urinating

-

men to stand

-

and therefore women come into contact more often

with the toilet seat, meaning that hygiene is of greater concern. All of the

abovementioned have now forced designers to look at the possibility that
gendered washroom spaces may not be the most effective solution.

2.4.2 The Clean and Unclean of the Washroom
ln Western culture, bathrooms and the rituals which occur within are often
referred to with shame. The actions of bodily excrement and menstruation are

taboo subjects whose details often remain hidden behind the closed stall door.
The bathroom is after all the exemplification of dirt and filth, where its elimination
takes place, and where cleanliness is both disrupted and restored (Cooper,

1984). We are however, all 'born with excrement and urine', and the washroom
seryes the utilitarian function of elimination (Lahiji, 1997). Although it is a space

of social hygiene, its purpose has often been masked; thereby creating a clean
fantasy of distance from lhe unclean through concealment, adornments and
polished hardware. Take the sink for example. Polished and pristine, it acts as a
receptacle for flowing water. The drain, which takes away the waste water, the

unclean, is often inconspicuously tucked behind a counter or the porcelain bowl
itself.

At the Villa Savoye, designed by Le Corbusier, the sink at the end of the
hallway contradicts its function. Any details which we would associate with the
action of cleansing, the towel, soap etc. are absent. Polished and reflective, it is

as if its function is to be seen not used; acting only as a place of ritual purification
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(Lahiji, 1997). The sink essentially separates the eye from the gaze, fetishizing
the sink. ln contrast, in Untitled Film Still #2, by Cindy Sherman, the sink is a

sink. lts utility and plumbing are obvious and separate from the mirror. As such
its function is primal and severed from the psychological utility at the level of the

mirror. Sherman's sink stands at metonymic relation to the body of the young girl
standing in front of it (Lahij¡, 1997). Thus producing a connection between the
eyes, the gaze, the mirror, and the sink, the waste pipes and the bowel system.
It is probable that the modern concern for cleanliness departs from this

connection between hygiene and the psychological interior.
Recent scholars have begun to search for a relationship between

American's concern with cleanliness and the cultural meanings associated with

them. Society believed that cleanliness was equated with orders of health,
stability and progress. The disruption or lack of this cleanliness would in turn
lead to some sort of social disorder. As a result, the notion of cleanliness

became not just a matter of public health but one with powerful moral overtones
(Cooper, 1984).

2.4.3 Concerns for Ghange
Unfortunately, bathrooms continue to act as vehicle for institutional

control; expressing and reinforcing socially andior culturally constructed
boundaries, and reinventing existing power relations, often without conscious

intent. Lending credence to why the idea of shared bathrooms challenges not
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only people's feelings about privacy, but also fears about sexual mixing and the
consequent end of the recognition of gender differences (Cooper, 1984)Anthropologist Jerry Douglas argued that cleaning signifies the desire to
enforce and renew distinct classifications such as the female/male difference in
order to establish order, gain control, eliminate ambiguity or danger, and restore

conventional boundaries. The perverse attention to cleanliness and rules which
restrict body location offer patterns for separating and classifying people.
Perhaps our insecurity about multiple sexes sharing a washroom stems

from the activities that are notorious within the public washroom; aside from the

obvious. Merry Alpern has documented some of these "dirty" events in her book,
Dirty Windows. For her photographic series, Alpern situated herself in a building
across an air shaft, secretly capturing the events going on in the public

washroom of a low rent sex club near Wall Street in New York. With a telephoto
lens, the bathroom window revealed a host of unofthodox activities not typically
suited to the public washroom; oral sex, strip teases, coke-snorting and a list of

other activities. Moreover, in many gay and lesbian bars, the public washroom
has become somewhat of an impromptu bordello where sexual activities are
commonly witnessed. Although shared washrooms can foster an environment

for illicit activities they can also be positive in many ways.
Shared washrooms can be beneficial to people with disabilities and small

children (Renner, 2004). lncreased awareness has actually spurred legislation
for family restroom construction. ln the United States, many states have adopted

the 2003 lnternational Building Code which requires unisex restrooms for all
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newly constructed assembly and retail spaces. These facilities enable parents

and caregivers to accompany children and the disabled of the opposite sex into
the washroom space. Although this addresses a very functional issue, other

establishments such as universities are recognizing a social benefit of shared
washrooms.

The University of McGill in Montreal recently embarked on the building of
the campus' first gender-neutral single unit washroori. The university recognized
that some students may not identify themselves as male or female so the
implementation of a washroom of this type would be an accessible alternative to
everyone and would limit the adverse effects of genderism (Johanssen, 2003).

Other Canadian Universities have also followed suit. Under what is alleged to be
a new initiative to provide equitable services, students at both Concordia and
Simon Fraser University are discussing with their administration where to build
their new unisex washrooms. Students felt that access was previously narrowly
defined as a wheelchair ramp without the consideration for the transgender
population on campus (Alphonso,20O4). The Universities also plan on
dispensing with the pictogram on the door and replacing it with the word
"washroom" instead. The hope is that the environment will be more accepting to
students who say they don't belong exclusively to either sex.
Although the impetus for change to the public washroom is optimistic, more
research needs to be done with respect to the implication for gendered identities.

One might question whether creating a single unit gender neutral washroom is
solving the problem. The segregation of sex into individual cubicles can be seen
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as a digression rather than advancement for gender identity acceptance. Munt
argues that toilets can serve as sites where gender is tested and proved

(Browne, 2004). Therefore by concealing it and the acts associated with it, are
we thereby not further concealing differences of gender and contributing to

gender maintenance in another way? Perhaps celebrating the acts occurring
within the public washroom is a more post modern approach? The most

appropriate solution is not obvious. However, we can concede that the public
washroom is a 'sexed space'whose functional and social implications are far
more complex than we may ever understand.
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3.0 PRECEDENT

3.1

Bar 89, 89 Mercer Street, New York, New York

Site and Background lnformation

Bar 89 is located at 89 Mercer Street in the popular urban Soho District of
New York. lt is contained within a newly erected two-storey building located in
what was previously an empty parking lot. The design was a collaborative effort
by the New York architecture firm of Ogawa/ Depardon and interior designer

Janis Leonard (Gore, 1998).
Concept and Spatial Design
Bar B9's conceptual design is for people who want to see and be seen.

lnfluenced by the present-day shoppers and gallery goers of the surrounding
landscape, the bar's front façade glazed curtain wall acts as a two way mirror, a
screen whereby patrons and street onlookers are rendered both actors and

audience in a constantly evolving performance (Taylor, 2000). Designer Janis
Leonard says that the desire was to create a space which "forces interaction"

between patrons. The layout, set as a stage, draws patrons through a sequential
procession from the entry, sky lit bar, dining area, mezzanine level bar, to the
bathroom/ lounge. The double height space also features an enormous curved
skylight which offers patrons a glimpse of the neighbouring building; coupled with

the grand interior layout it creates a dramatic backdrop. The overall intention is
for the bar patrons to be on display at all times.

ln keeping with the voyeuristic theme, Depardon designed unique unisex

lavatories. The cubicles are located on the second floor at the sweeping
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switchback of the staircase. The space is intimately scaled with five stalls
aligned against the back wall. The sexual designation of the stalls is subtly

accomplished. The two left hand cubicles are classically illuminated with pink
light and have the letter "W" orì the floor outside in front. The two right hand
cubicles are illuminated with blue light and have the letter "M" on the floor outside
the door. The center cubicle has a purple light and no letter designation,
presumably for those who are neither. The cubicles are enclosed by
electrochemical glass walls; transparent when unoccupied; they appear as
though the actions which would occur within would be visible by patrons in the
bar. However, once a patron enters the stall, and drops the latch to lock the door,

the electrochemical glass is transformed into an opaque screen, blocking out any
onlookers and rendering the space completely private. ln addition, each stall is
fitted with its own custom designed washbasin and mirror (Gore, 1998). The

washrooms are flanked to one side by a unisex lounge, where voyeuristic
patrons are said to gather.
Materials and Lighting

.

Floor to ceiling mirrors

o

Well positioned theatrical lighting works to highlight the actors every move

.

Electrochemicalglass

.

Custom stainless steel fixtures

Relevance

.

Unisex? Not really. Although subtle, the implied letter designation on the
outside of the stalls limits or constrains choice.
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a

Creates intrigue and hesitation as the patrons are unsure of what is going
to happen once inside, knowing vs. seelng

a

Reference to Bunuels film: The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie

a

Sexual Tension

3.2

Chino Latino, 2916 Hennepin Avenue, Minneapolis, MN

Site and Background lnformation

Chino Latino is an artful bit of interior theatre located on the corner of
Hennepin Avenue and Lake Street in Minneapolis' Uptown neighbourhood. lts
design was the creation of developer Phil Roberts and New York architect

Steven Harris. The restaurant /bar is located in a bi-level building. With no sign
on the door, the bar can be easily identified by an eye catching glittering
marquee composed of gold and red palettes which plaster the exterior façade

wall (Moskowitz, 2000).
Concept and Spatial Design
The designers conceived a space which exhibited a symphony of sensory

experiences, not only with the menu offered, but also with the decor. The space
is laden with tropical touches, rustic wood, a sexy stunning bar, and dark and

intimate lounge area. The minimalist forms are contrasted by vivid colours, and
exciting textures. lnnovative applications of lighting and lack there of, generate a
variety of spaces; both intimate and communal.

The minimalist clean design of the space is carried through into the

washrooms. Located to the back of the basement dining area, in contrast with
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the main bar area, the restrooms are brightly lit. There is no door per se
separating the washrooms from the rest of the bathroom area, only a wall.
Patrons are cued to the intention of the space by the word washroom written in

Spanish. Upon entering the washroom area, patrons are confronted by a space
which is divided by a row of sinks and mirrors, organized such that they face
each other (Fedorczak, 2000). There is no physical dividing wall; a makeshift

division is created by the armatures of the circular mirrors. Playing on sight lines,
the mirrors are strategically positioned so that the face of someone across from
you cannot be clearly seen. However, patrons can easily reach across and have
contact with someone of the opposite sex. Each side has a door which appears

to lead into another separate room. At first glance the option of which door to
enter is not clear. But upon closer inspection male/ female is inconspicuously
printed on the corresponding doors. Behind the doors contained within a

separate room are four typical square individual stalls. Flanking the common
washing and primping area, is a wall equipped with a row of hand dryers, and a
full length mirror to be shared by both sexes.
Materials and Lighting

.

Dark grey rubber imprinted with a hexagonal pattern

.

Stark white subway tiles

.

Hanging rubber fabric

.

Stainless steel fixtures

.

Overhead industrial pendant light

.

Brightly lit space, promotes safety
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Relevance
a

Forces spontaneous meetings between the sexes

o

Clear division and identification of functional areas.

a

Play on boundaries, both physical and visual

O

Positioning of mirrors, play on sight lines of the physical body

3.3 Estandard, 39 Traversera De Garcia, Barcelona, Spain
Site and Background lnformation

Estandard is a 900 square meter bar located in Barcelona Spain and was

the brain child of architect Alfredo Arribas. The original shell of the pre-existing
parking garage has been preserved. However, a new basement was excavated
and the roof was partially replaced. Nevertheless, for patrons arriving up to the
building it still appears as a garage with only a staircase to cue what may lie
inside (Verlag, 1996).
Concept and Spatial Design
The concept arose out of an attempt to relate spaces with different uses.
Estandard serves as a bar, a restaurant and a live music club. The design
succeeds in establishing a system of relations between these three functions and

their respective circulation routes. The three spaces all succeed in
corresponding to the postures of the human body: reclining comfort of a sofa in

cocktail lounge, sitting in a chair in the cafel restaurant, and sitting upright as
when using a barstool in a club. The ceiling is made up of a complex geometry
which combines free plaster forms with perforated metal panels (Verlag, f 996).
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ln the basement, a cluster of identical doors brings together a genderless

washroom space. Organized in a circular orientation, the stalls form a diameter
ring around a more private circular shared sink area. Although the washrooms

are in the basement, an opening in the ceiling has been made revealing the hand
washing area and displaying an open and largely transparent structure to patrons
on the upper dance floor level.
Materials and Lighting

.
.
o
.

Glass, brushed stainless steel
Adjustable mirrors.
Dimly lit space.
Fluorescent lighting to add theatrical element.

Relevance

.
.
.

Division of functional stall areas.
Genderless washroom.
Statement of importance of washroom space by incorporating it into the
rest of the bar space.

.
.
.
.

Connection of furniture to different positions of the body.

Voyeurism into the face to face hand washing area.
Genderless universal symbols on doors.
Levels of increasing privacy: stall in exterior, hand washing in center.

JJ

3.4 Comme des Garcons, 520 22"d Avenue, Chelsea, New York
Site and Background lnformation

Comme des Garcons is located in West Chelsea New York on 22nd Avenue. The

store is housed within a nineteenth century industrial building (Davies, 2003).
Completed in 1999, the design stemmed from the imagination of Comme des
Garcons clothing designer Rei Kawakubo and was interpreted by architect Takao
Kawasaki.
Concept and Spatial Design
Comme des Garcons conceptual design was constructed based on the

themes reflective of the clothes themselves. Contrasting the minimalist mentality
of the shops twenty years ago, the new dominant theme of movement prevailed.

Shop interiors were to be "open, easy to negotiate and coloured" (McGuire,

1999). Rather than struggle to alter the brick façade of the building, a link was
created between the new interior and old exterior by the way of a tunnel: an
asymmetric tubular entrance made entirely from aluminium (lotus). The creation

of husband and wife team Future Systems, the seamless structure is made from
invisible welded aluminium panels. lt empties you into a white space with the

clothes inhabiting a landscape of sculptural enclosures made of white enamelled

steel. Customers can wander through a looking glass land; a play on the notion
of voyeurism. The changing rooms were inspired by aftist Richard Serra;

guarded by undulating black walls, the rooms evoke an uncompromising
presence.

Materials and Lighting
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o

Metal screens, provide for physical but not visual barrier

o

Recessed lighting

.

Polished concrete floors

Relevance
o

The connection between the forms and the body.

o

The 'looking glass land' relates to the notion of voyeurism.

a

The curved forms lend themselves to relate and imitate the body

o

The notion that the clothes are one of the tools which we use to prep
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4.1 RESEARCH: METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
ln order to feel the pulse of user perceptions surrounding issues relating to

the public washroom, the writer held two focus group meetings consisting of eight
female subjects and eight male subjects. Questions were asked which would
provide insight into feelings about current public washroom design and potential

concerns about a multi-sex public washroom design (see section 7.1).

4.'|..'l Female Response Summary

1)

The women most remembered washrooms for their ambience or

amenities provided.

2)

Washroom is a space for displaying emotions, expression, business, rest
site, phone-calls.

3)

Main concerns: cleanliness, safety, privacy.

4)

Safety: would like some type of monitoring, brightly lit, locked door.

5)

6)

Privacy: the stall is private but the rest public.
Unisex washroom: cleanliness, to have options, a semi-private space to
primp, soundproof walls, stalls to the ground.

4.1.2 Male Response Summary

1)

Men most remembered washrooms for their unique design elements and
cleanliness.

2)
3)
4)

Washroom is utilitarian, has a purpose. Also, sexual activities.
Main concerns: cleanliness and a mirror.
Safety: feel safe.
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5)
6)

Privacy: mostly not private
Unisex Washroom: Most not comfortable

4.1.3 Summary
The focus group confirmed some assumptions. Firstly, safety was
mentioned as more of a concern for the women than the men. Both sexes
however revealed the desire for primping; a mirror was mentioned often as a

requirement. The women seemed to view the washroom as serving a social
need above and beyond its primary purpose, whereas the men seemed to see it
primarily for its utilitarianism. Both sexes were highly concerned with cleanliness
and enforced the requirement of privacy. Both sexes revealed some type of
embarrassment about the activity of bodily excrement; admitting that any
auditory, olfactory and visual elements of the acts are masked or hidden. The
men implied potential sexual uses of the washroom, whereas the women did not
mention it. Both sexes revealed that preparation of their appearance did occur in
the washroom, revealing a construction of their identity.
Both sexes believed that a multi sex washroom would be most successful
in a night club environment, due to the fact that they expressed different degrees

of comfort in exposing their gender construction.

4.1.4 Design lmplications
Desiqn lmplications
o
Ensure privacv with stall enclosed from floor to ceiling.
o
Enable sightlines through space to ensure safety
o
Offer an array of more public and private preppinq zones
a
Choose materials that are easily cleaned and maintained.
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5.0

PRAXIS: MERGING THEORY AND DESIGN

The purpose of this design practicum will be to re-examine and re-design
the public washroom in order to satisfy current functional and social needs of

users. Because the public washroom has historically been a venue which
represents notions of gender divisions, the design will serve to assist users in
revealing both natural and unnatural aspects of their gender.
The theoretical research performed for this thesis has given insight to the

functional and social implications of designing a public washroom.
The writer agrees with Butler, that gender itself is a constructed notion.
However, I challenge Butler in her assumption that sex is also constructed.

Although its definition is constructed within a heterosexual discourse, a subject
cannot ignore their biological sex, and whether that subject chooses to align him/
herself or contradict that assignment by dressing and acting as the opposite sex,

the subject must still begin from the body and build upon it; As such, this design
will embrace biological differences within the physiological requirements of the
washroom and consider the body as the site of construction: viewing the stall as
the begínning first stage of gender construction. Butlers' theory of performativity
shows that someone can enact their gender based on appearance and repetition
of a sequence of acts. The design will build upon this theory by using parts of

the public washroom as a space to exploit the prepping acts the users may
perform.

The examination of space and sexuality has revealed that space can
express qualities of masculinity and femininity. However, preconceived notions
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of what is masculine, (for example rectilinear forms and "cool" tones), and what
is feminine, (for example curvilinear forms and "warm" tones) no longer reflect

today's societal views. The boundary has become blurred. The design will
incorporate elements of both characteristics in an attempt to create a multi-sex

environment. However, what is of most important to the designer is the social
inequality between genders which has been maintained through public
institutional controls. By merging the current male and female washroom spaces
and their respective amenities into one space I hope to eliminate any imbalance
or exclusion of the sexes. ln addition a space with no gender segregation will

also erase the notion that each person fits into one of two gender categories and
hopefully minimize the adverse effects of genderism.
The theory research executed about the act of seeing and the power
associated with it has been instrumental in designing the prepping area of the

washroom space. Prepping oneself most often includes the act of looking into a

mirror. A surface which reveals to the looker, not only how they appear to
themselves, but more importantly how they appear to others. Since an aspect of
gender is based on how others perceive us, this stage is viewed as the second
stage in gender construction. By revealing this prepping ritual to onlookers, the

subject relinquishes some of their own power of gender construction and places
it into the hands of the onlookers. Depending on each site, the design of the
prep space will either exploit this ritual by overtly revealing prepping to onlookers,
or empower the subject by concealing the ritual.
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The research on the public washroom lent itself to both functional and
social implications of the design. The connection made between the body and
the elements of the washroom lent insight into the obsession with cleanliness
and taboos surrounding the public washroom. The design will focus on
maintaining a clean environment through material application while at the same
time trying to embrace the unclean activities and alleviate the negative attitude

towards our common biological necessities.
The design of each site will be tailored to either slow down the washroom
acts to focus on the ritualistic aspect, or focus on the utilitarian aspect of the

washroom increasing efficiency.
The research confirmed for the designer that the public washroom of today no
longer satisfies the needs of its users, and a standard washroom design should
be applied to every site. Users of different sites have different needs and require
different functional consideration. Three functional areas were identified in
response to the focus group results:

1) the stall

2) the prep space

3) the social

space

ln response to the theory which has revealed that gender is constructed in three
stages:

1)
2)

The stall: the biological body as the site of construction
The prep space: how we attempt to present ourselves, the preparatory
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space where the body is prepared for social reveal (primping, cleansing
etc.)

3)

The social space: how our gender is perceived by others, the fruition of
our gender, exposing and revealing ourselves to the public and being
framed within gender discourse

Selected Sites:

University Centre
The University is a place of learning and acceptance. lt is a place where
young adults are introduced to new concepts and they begin to establish a sense
of self. As such, this washroom will center on creating a space where its users
feel safe and accepted, where they are valued as individuals; and diversity and
difference are celebrated. Because the University Centre site seryes a large
number of users, the design will also focus on the utilitarian aspect of the
washroom.
KEY WORDS

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Learning environment
Acceptance
Diversity

lndividuality
Spectrum of gender development
Utilitarian
Efficiency

4I
DESIGN ELEMENTS
Multi-sex
Cultura I references (words)

Different stall shapes
Shared sink area
T

Deconstruct gender through sinl</ mirror
Expose plumbing to reveal acceptance of waste
View through the space

Sm

ith Carter Arch itects
Smith Carter Architects is a business environment. ln order to challenge the

glass ceiling effect often present within office environments and to provide for
gender equality, the washroom will consist of private stalls which have the
prepping spaces enclosed within a private pod. The social area of the washroom
space will offer a covert area where employees can have impromptu

conversations. The building is a prototype for a new type of office with
environmental sensitivities at the forefront.
KEY WORDS

.
.
.
'

Business environment
Prototype for a 'new'office
Equality of gender in the workplace
Environmental Sensitivities
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DESIGN ELEMENTS
Private pods
Separate each activity within the pod
Ritualistic relation to nature
Full length mirror whole view, reconstruction
I

Hide plumbing with hatbox toilet and sink pedestal so that the biological
acts are not brought into the users' consciousness
Connection to nature through materials
Social space covert

The Empire Cabaret
The Empire Cabaret is a nightclub environment. Patrons come to see and be

seen. As such the design concept will push the limits of behaviours within the
public washroom by playing with sexual tension and performativity. This design

will celebrate the acts which occur within the washroom itself. The washroom
space and the bar space are blended together to maintain the nightclub
experience within the washroom itself. The design will play with sight lines and
both psychological and physical boundaries to provide a range of options and
stages to reveal the subjects' gender, while exploiting the sexual tension
between genders.
KEY WORDS

.
.

sexual tension
performativity
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a

voyeurism and exhibitionism

DESIGN ELEMENTS
washroom is part of the bar and vice versa
exposing the acts
I

deconstructing the body, separate sink/ dry areal mirror

connection between seeing yourself
connections between seeing yourself knowing you are being seen
I

materials acting like a skin, relation to the body
catwalk element on show

voyeurism/ exh ibitionism
showing off each gender specific and activities
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6.0

6.1

DESIGN PROGRAMME

PURPOSE

This programme deals with an innovative public washroom design. The
purpose of this document is to provide a prototype for the design of a multi-unit
multi sex public washroom within three different contexts: 1) University Centre, 2)

Smith Carter Architects and 3) The Empire Cabaret. The guidelines provided will
serye to meet the needs of each sites' specific users both functionally and
socially.

6.2

CONTEXT

This project arose in response to the trend of a more androgynous
gendered society. Modern times have been accompanied by independent men
and women who do not fit into the stereotypical roles of their respective sexes.

The public washroom is one of the only remaining gender stratified spaces. The
public washroom has long been considered an exemplification of gendered

dichotomies and no longer represents or satisfies the functional and social needs
of its users. This programme will attempt to provide a framework for future public
washroom designs.
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6.3.

UNIVERSITY CENTRE

6.3.1 Site and Building Analysis: University Centre

Building Description: University Gentre
University Centre is a 68,000 square foot, four story building located on

the University of Manitoba Campus. The campus is located on the South side of
Winnipeg and is home to over 30,000 students. lt houses many of the student
resources including student aid, student records, UMSU Offices, bookstore and

other amenities such as the food court and pharmacy. As such, it is the heart of
the campus and is frequented by thousands of students each day. Due to its
central location and its connection to underground pedestrian tunnel network,
University Centre acts as a major thoroughfare between campus buildings.

Site Description: University Centre
The specific washroom site has been expanded from the original to
approximately 1328 square feet and is located on the ground floor of University
Centre near the East side entrance. lt is one of the primary locations in
University Centre. The washroom is currently accessible by two entrances,
along each major circulation route.

)
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Key Characteristics
Architectural Details
Materials
Neighbourhood
Size
Pedestrian Circulation
Views to site
Views from site
Noise
I nternal traffic patterns
Building envelope

lndividual stalls
nla
Plaster walls, tile flooring, acoustic panel ceiling
Active and bustling,24 hour building
App. 1400 square feet
High traffic through building between B am and 4
pm, med-low traffic b/w 4pm and Bam building
First see washroom when enter through East
entrance, or entering from tunnel (Science)
Answer booth, GSA's and payphones, cafeteria,
elevators
Hiqh noise level durinq peak times
High traffic area,juncture of numerous circulation
routes
Concrete clad walls, (note washroom does not
have contact any exterior walls)

6.3.1 User Group Profile and Demographics: University of Manitoba
(stats, UM)
The primary and secondary user groups of the University Centre are defined as
follows:

University of
Manitoba
Client

Primary
User
Groups

University of
Manitoba Students
Graduate
Undergraduate

Secondary
User
Groups

Visiting students from
other Universities
Visifors for meetinos etc

University of
Manitoba
Facultv and Staff
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Primary User Groups Students

.

Age: The age of students at the University of Manitoba is estimated to be

between 1B and 40 years with a significant percentage between the ages

of 19-25.

.

Gender: The gender of students at the University of Manitoba is estimated

to be 56% biologically female and the balance of 44% males.

.

Character: Students have not yet established concrete beliefs and
opinions and may be more open to accepting new ideas since they are in
a learning environment.

Primary User Group (Faculty and Staff)

.

Age: The average age of staff at the university is expected to be
distributed within "working ages", 35 to 60 years.

.
.

Gender: Staff gender includes both male and female.

Character: Faculty and staff may have already established concrete
beliefs therefore may be resistant to a shared washroom. Also, faculty
members may have been exposed to international cultures which may
cause them to be more accepting of unique washroom designs.

Secondary User Groups (students)

.

Age: The average age of students visiting from other Universities is
estimated to be between the ages of 1B and 40 years.

.

Gender: The gender of students visiting from other Universities is
estimated to be 56% biologically female and the balance of 44% males.
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6.3.3 Functional Requirement Analysis: University of Manitoba
Quantity
Floor Area
Stall Furnishings

a

Equipment
Lighting

o

Materials

o

.
.
.
.
.
.
a

.
.
.

Colour

a

HVAC Needs

O

Sound

a

o

Quantity
Floor Area
Furnishings

Equipment

Lighting
Materials

Colour
HVAC Needs
Sound

Min. 1B units, min. 1 unit universally acceptable
Min 2.5 feet w x 5 feet long
Waste receptacle
Toilet Paper holder
Hook
Floor to ceiling dividing partition wall
Latch door
Visual access to outside stall area
low flush toilet
lighting source needed to highlight stall activities,
recessed fixture
Durable
Cleanable, graffiti resistant
Smooth surfaces i.e.: glossy tile, concrete or rubber
floorinq
Light colours on walls to expose cleanliness and
dark colours on floor to conceal dirt
Exhaust grill needed per stall connected to main
exhaust
Semi- sound proofing or white noise provision in
each stall
Acoustic ceiling

Min. 16
Min 5 feet clearance
Half length Mirror
9 square feet of horizontal shelf surface per sink
Hand dryer
Hand washing basin
lnfra red self propelling turbine tap
Low flush toilet with sensor flush
o
Task down lighting above each prep station
Durable
Cleanable
Smooth surfaces i.e. Corian counter
o
Light colours to expose cleanliness
o
1 exhaust needed per 3 sinks
nla

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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Quantity
Floor Area
Furnishings

Min.'l unit
Min. 400 square feet
o seating for 15 people
. 2 public telephones
. 2full length mirrors

Equipment
Lighting
Materials

a

HVAC Needs
Sound

o

o

.
.
o
a

nla
qeneral ambient lighting
Durable
Cleanable
Smooth surfaces
Ventilation grill fitted on each stall door
Noise minimizing materials
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6.4

SMITH CARTER ARCHITECTS

6.4.1 Site and Building Analysis: Smith Garter Architects

Building Description
Smith Carter Architects is located at 1600 Buffalo Place. The surrounding
area is a mixture of industrial and office type buildings. lt is housed within a
newly built 49,500 square foot two-storey building flanking McGillvray Avenue.

The main floor of the building is primarily comprised of open studio space, with
additional footage allocated to meeting spaces and an in-house printing facility

(Docuprint). The second floor houses all of the amenities, including a cafeteria,
a small exercise space, a nap/nursing room, flexi-space and a washroom/change

room. The office has gained wide recognition for its state-of-the-art facility which
is environmentally sensitive. The building is framed by a linear coniferous forest
to the north, and reclaimed prairie grasslands to the south.

Site Description
The specific washroom site is approximately 1600 square feet and is located on
the second floor of the building. lt is flanked on each side by circulation routes
and is adjacent to the cafeteria space and flexi-team space.
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Key Characteristics
Building Systems

Architectural Details
Materials and Lighting

Neiqhbourhood
Size
Pedestria n Circu lation
Views to Site
Views from site
Noise
lnternal Traffic
Patterns
Building Envelope

Unisex single unit washrooms: B units
HVAC and cable network in flooring
1" acoustic fibreglass foam paneling
Reflective material woven into carpet
Natural convection system through strategic window
placement
lnfra red self- powered faucets
Glazed front faÇade, studio views to coniferous forest
Walls: drywall
Flooring: Mondo rubber flooring
Countertops: cantilevered Fir block
Lighting: wall mounted strip lighting
Open plan flexi-space
App. 1,600 square feet
Low traffic
From cafeteria and flexi-space. Some visual access
from main floor studio. Partial view from McGillvray
Views to flexi-space, cafeteria, with partial views to
main floor studio space and McGillvray Boulevard
Low except during peek times of 11:30p.m.-1:30p.m
Low-medium, veftical circulation to main floor, site is
flanked by 2 principal 2nd floor circulation routes.
Steel panels on metalframing
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6.4.2 User Group Profile and Demographics: Smith Carter Architects
The primary and secondary user groups of Smith Carter Architects are defined
as follows:

Smith Carter
Architects

Client

Primary
User

Secondary
User

Smith Carter
Employees

Smith Carter clients
Visitors

Smith Carter
External Staff

User Group Profile Demographics (Weselake, 2004)
Primary User Groups

.

Age: The age of the staff at Smith Carter is estimated to be between 27
and 65 years of age.

.

Gender: The gender of staff at Smith Carter is estimated to be 75%
biologically male and the balance

.

of 25%female

(Weselake ,2004).

Character: The employees at Smith Carter are assumed to be creative,

environmentally conscious and fon¡uard thinking due to the nature of their

disciplines. As such, it is assumed that they will be more apt to accepting
a progressive washroom design.
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Secondary User Groups (clients and visitors)
a

Age: The average age of clients visiting the office is estimated to be within
the same range as the staff.

o

Gender: The gender of visiting clients is estimated to be 75o/o biologically
male and the balance of 25o/o males.

Secondary User Groups (external staff)
o

Age: The average age of external staff at is expected to be distributed
within "working ages", 35 to 60 years.

a

Gender: Staff gender is believed to be both 65% female and 35% male
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6.4.3 Functional Requirement Analysis: Smith Carter
Architects
Quantity
Floor Area
Furnishings

Equipment

Lighting
Materials

Colour
HVAC Needs
Sound

o
O

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
o

.
.
.
.
.
a
o
o

Min. 6 stall and prep areas
Min. 45 square feet per stall/prep
area
Waste receptacle
Toilet Paper holder
Min. 3 linear feet of horizontal space
Min. t hook
Full length Mirror
Floor to ceiling dividing partition wall
Latch door
Low flush toilet
Hand washing basin
infra red self propelling turbine tap
1 automatic hand dryer or paper
towel receptacle per pod
brightly lit, recessed down light
natural liqhtinq skyliqht
Durable
Cleanable
Smooth surfaces
100o/o opaqueness, no visual access
Environmentallysound
Muted earth tones
1 exhaust connection needed per pod
Sound proofing or white noise
provision
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Quantity
Floor Area
Shower Pod Furnishings

Equipment

Lighting

Materials

a

o

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

Colour
HVAC Needs

a

Sound

a

.
.

Min. 2 shower pods
Min. 75 square feet per pod
in. 3 linear feet of horizontal space
Min. 2 hook
Full length mirror
Floor to ceiling dividing partition wall
Latch door
Seating for min. 1 person
Hand washing basin
infra red self propelling turbine tap
1 of automatic hand dryer or paper
towel receptacle per pod
1 shower stallwith down flow shower
head
brightly lit, recessed down light
task or sconce lighting above sink
area
Durable
Cleanable
Smooth surfaces
100o/o opaqueness, no visual access
Environmentallvsound
Muted tones, earth colours
1 exhaust connection needed per pod
Radiant floor heating
Semi- sound proofing or white noise
provision
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Quantity
Floor Area
Furnishings

Equipment
Lighting

Materials

Colour
HVAC Needs
Sound

Min. 1 social space
Min 300 square feet per social
area
Min. 2 Stairmaster workout
machines
Min. 2 treadmills
Min. l flat screen television
. Min. 2 waler fountains or water
coolers
Brightly lit recessed lighting
Natural light source from north side
glazing
Durable
Cleanable
Smooth surfaces
Non-slip
Match current flooring colour, grey
rubber
a
Min. 2 supplv ducts
a
Sound absorption floorinq
o
a

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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6.5 EMPIRE CABARET

6.5.1 Site and Building Analysis: Empire Cabaret
Building Description
The Empire Cabaret is located at 431 Main Street within the historical
Exchange District of Winnipeg. The 15,000 square foot building is located within

the immediate vicinity of the Pantages Playhouse, Centennial Concert Hall and
Museum of Man and Nature. The Empire Cabaret renovation is part of a larger
Exchange District revitalization, converting historical buildings into multi-use
facilities. The building itself was erected in 1918 and was originally the Western
Regional Office of the Royal Bank of Canada. The fit out attempted to retain
many of the existing architectural elements while incorporating new amenities.

The Empire Cabaret opened in 2001 to a renovated facility that retained most of
the original architectural details (which is required by City of Winnipeg by-law).

Site Description: The Empire Gabaret
The washroom facility is app. 2,400 square feet and is located in the lower level
(basement) of the nightclub. lt is accessed via two separate stainvells from the
main floor bar area. The washroom space is flanked by a bar and a coat check

area. Adjacent to the bar is an informal lounge space.
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Key Characteristics
Buildinq Systems
Materials
Neighbourhood
Size
Pedestrian Circulation
Views to site
Views from site
Noise
lnternal Traffic
Patterns
Buildinq Envelope

Neo-classical style
Boiler heating system
Masonry with post and beam
Terrazzo floorinq
Theatrical district
App. 2400 square feet
Medium to high traffic
Main views to hallway and stain¡uell
Walking down stainruell and from coat check and
hallway.
Medium to hiqh noise level
Horizontal and vertical adjacent to washroom space
Masonry with post and beam

6.5.1 User Group Profile and Demographics: The Empire
Cabaret
The primary and secondary user groups of the University Centre are defined as
follows:

Client

Empire Cabaret

Primary
User Groups

Secondary
User Groups

Empire Cabaret
Staff
Servers
o Bartenders

.

Special Functions Staff

Empire Cabaret
Patrons

Cleaning Staff
Delivery Persons
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User Group Profile and Demographics: The Empire Cabaret (Sabino, 2004)
Primary User Groups

.

Age: The age of patrons at the Empire is estimated to be between 18 and
35 years.

.

Gender: The gender of patrons at the Empire is estimated an equal split

between male and female.

.

Character: The patrons at the Empire are assumed to be social
individuals.

.

Secondary User Groups (staff)

o

Age: The age of staff at the Empire 19-30 years.

.

Gender: Staff gender is believed to be both male and female

.

Character: The staff at the Empire is assumed to be sociable.

6.5.3 Functional Requirement Analysis: The Empire Gabaret
Quantity
Floor Area
Furnishings

¡
¡

.
o
.
.
.

Equipment
Lighting
Materials

Colour
HVAC Needs
Sound

o
o

.
.
.
O
O

o

Min. 10 stall units
Min. 20 square feet per stall
Waste receptacle
Toilet Paper holder
1.5 linear feet of horizontal space for
seating or counter
Floor to ceiling dividing partition wall
Latch door
low flush toilet
dimly lit, recessed down light sensors
Durable
Cleanable
Smooth surfaces
Cool colour application
1 exhaust connection per stall
Semi- sound proofing or white noise
provision
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Quantity
Floor Area
Furnishíngs

I
I

.
.
.
.
o

Equipment

Lighting

o
o

.
.
.

Materials

.

Sound

Quantity
Floor Area

I

Furnishings

o

o

a

o

Equipment
Lighting
Materials

o

Colour
HVAC Needs
Sound

a

a

o
.
.
o
o

Min. 10 prep stations
Min 12 square feet per station
Half length mirror
Min. 3 feet of horizontal surface
1 Handless hand dryer per 5
stations
Min t hand washing basin
Light emitting heat sensor infra
red self propellinq turbine tap
Recessed task down light to
highlight upper body
Heat sensor light emitting from
tap to hiqhliqht hand washinq
Durable
Cleanable
Smooth surfaces i.e. tile, qlass
nla

Min. 1 social area space
Min 300 square feet to accommodate
10 patrons
upright stool seating for a minimum of
10 people
lounge seating for a minimum of 10
people
2linear foot of horizontal surface per
seat
Min. 5 personal mirror
3 VDT terminals
Specific task down light, mood lighting
Durable
Cleanable
Smooth surfaces
Warm colour application
1 supplv and 1 return duct
nla
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6.6

FUNCTIONAL NEEDS

Elimination of bodily waste both
liquid and solid
Hand washing and drying
Primping
Conversino/ socializinq
Sittinq/ restinq
Expressinq emotions
Short wait lines
Maintenance

6.7

6.8

Security
Noise proofing
Gender acceptance
Privacy

According to focus group results, need for
sensor taps and hand dryers where available
According to focus group results half and full
length mirrors required
Various seatinq provided
Various types of seatinq provision
Need for a somewhat private space
Creating a multi-sex washroom space makes
for greater use of stalls
Fixture placement and material choice must
be easily maintained by cleaninq staff
SOCIAL NEEDS

Reduce adverse genderism effects
Provide privacy where needed
Material application
Visual and acoustic

Gender acceptance
Comfortability
Cleanliness
Privacy

Safety

Proper ventilation and cleanliness.

PSYCHOLOGICAL NEEDS

Clear sight lines to and from washroom and
view out from stalls
Securely locking stall doors
Auditory concerns within the stall space to
muffle out excretory function sounds
Pictorial representations of universal language
Users must feel privacy
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6.9

BUILDING CODE SUMMARY

UNIVERSITY CENTRE
Occupant load
Classification
Group A,
Division 2

1'- 4" square or
0.40 m 2 per
occupant

Health requirements
Number of water closets: 16

Number of lavatories: 16
including 1 barrier free
section

SMITH CARTER ARCHITECTS
Classification
Occupant load

Health requirements

Group D

Number of water closets: 6

30.5 ft. square
or 9.3 m2 per
occupant

Barrier free
desiqn
One barrier
free washroom
stall
One barrier
free entrance
and eqress

Barrier free
desiqn
N/A

Number of sink fixtures: 6

EMIRE CABARET
Classification
Occupant load
Group A,
Division 2

4 ft. square or
1.2 m 2 per
occupant

Health requirements
Number of water closets: 13

Number of sink fixtures: 12

Barrier free
desiqn
N/A
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6.10

DESIGN GUIDELINES

The guiding principles for the design of a public washroom should reflect the
concern for gender individuality, efficiency, cleanliness, and safety.

UNIVERSITY CENTRE

.
.

.
.
.
.

OBJECTIVE: to include all gender identities
CONSIDER: no gender division or allocation

OBJECTIVE: safe environment
CONSIDER: proper lighting and natural surveillance access and egress
routes
OBJECTIVE: should be easily cleanable, durable and maintainable
CONSIDER: using materials with smooth surfaces, long-life span, no
carpeting, perhaps Marmoleum or polished concrete, toilets sit off the
ground, counters which come off the wall or not attached to a wall
OBJECTIVE: to embrace difference and diversity
CONSIDER: creating a multitude of stall spaces
OBJECTIVE: to embrace the cleansing ritual
CONSIDER: exposing plumbing pipes

.
.

OBJECTIVE:acceptingenvironment
CONSIDER: shared sink area to foster interaction
OBJECTIVE: offer a place for self-expression
CONSIDER: a graffitiwall with chalkboard paint

SMITH CARTER ARCHITECTS

o
.

.
.

OBJECTIVE: to include all gender identities
CONSIDER: no gender division or allocation
OBJECTIVE: should reflect sustainable design
CONSIDER: using grey water recycling, automatic shut off taps and
dryers
OBJECTIVE: to deconstruct the rituals of the washroom space and slow
down the process
CONSIDER: separating the activities, separate the sink, toilet, mirror
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'.

.
'

OBJECTIVE: conceal the unclean acts of the washroom
CONSIDER: hidden tank and hidden plumbing pipes
OBJECTIVE: offer a covert social area
CONSIDER: using a water cooler area as an impromptu semi-private
meeting space

THE EMPIRE CABARET

.
.

.
.

a

OBJECTIVE: to include all gender identities
CONSIDER: no gender division or allocation

OBJECTIVE: should offer a varying degree of privacy
CONSIDER: creating prep spaces which are more secluded and prep
spaces which are more public
OBJECTIVE: should account for patrons who are more exhibitionistic and
more voyeuristic
CONSIDER: positioning stalls and prep areas in intermittent locales with
varying exposure

.
.

OBJECTIVE: exhibitionist spaces should allow for viewing into
CONSIDER: use materials which are more translucent

.
.

OBJECTIVE: voyeuristic spaces should allow for viewing out of
CONSIDER: use materials which are more opaque

.
.
.
.
a

O

OBJECTIVE: should offer complete privacy in stalls
CONSIDER: floor to ceiling stalls partitions and auditory muffling or sound
proofing, use opaque material
OBJECTIVE: should attempt to create a hands-free space where possible
CONSIDER: hands free dryers, sensory toilet flush, sensory taps
OBJECTIVE: stall should make user aware of body, deconstructing the
body
CONSIDER: employing an unorthodox shape for the stall, deconstruct the
washing area, sink, dryer, mirror
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6.11

SITE MAPS: EXISTING CONDITION

University Centre
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Empire Cabaret
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41.1 Ethics Protocol Submission

Form

Project Title: Examining the Public Washroom
Summary of Project
The purpose of this project is to gather information that will help inform the
researcher to better design a multi-unit unisex public washroom. The researcher
feels that in light of the innovative and sensitive nature of the washroom, and
resulting lack of precedents, it is important that the potential user perceptions of
such a space be considered. The somewhat informal technique of the focus
group will encourage users' spontaneous reactions and ideas about what users
would want from the designed space. A focus group will foster conversation
between the participants and provide the researcher with rich qualitative
information about which particular environments will be more accepting of a
unisex washroom, potential concerns, and functional and behavioural needs of
such a space.

Research lnstruments
The method of research employed will consist solely of focus groups. (See
Appendix A for a copy of the questions to be asked).
Study Subjects
There will be eight female and eight male subjects needed for this study. The
researcher will be accompanied by one other person and the two will visit the
University Centre on the University of Manitoba Campus, for a series of days and
randomly approach potential subjects who would be willing volunteers to
participate in the focus group. The participants will be volunteers Consisting
mainly of university students within the age demographic of 1B to 34.

lnformed Consent
Consent will be obtained in writing prior to the commencement of the focus group
meeting. Consent forms will be printed on University letterhead. (See Appendix
B for a copy of the Consent form).

Deception
There will be no deception present with this study

Feedback/ Debriefing
Upon completion of the discussion, the subjects will be thanked for their time and
will have the option of requesting a transcript of the discussion which will later be
mailed to them. Participants will also be notified when and where they may
access the final thesis document.

Potential Risks/ Benefits

t-t

ln light of the sensitive nature of the topic, there is a small risk that some
participants may become uncomfortable or unsettled during the discussion.
Participants will be informed at the beginning of the discussion and reminded
throughout that they may leave the group at any time. ln addition, a suggested
list of University of Manitoba councillors will be provided if necessary.
Anonym ity/ Confidentiality
The audio taped discussions will be stored in the researcher's locked home office
until time of transcription. During transcription, the researcher shall identify each
subject with a number between 1 and B. Once transcription is complete, the
audio tapes will be destroyed. The transcripts themselves will be stored in the
researcher's locked home office. The names of the participants will not appear
on any published material resulting from this study. The discussion material
received will be used for research purposes such as the final thesis practicum
document. Participants will also be given the option of using an alias for the
purpose of the focus group so that other participants are not made aware of their
real names. The researcher shall not discuss or reveal to anyone the identity of
the focus group subjects at any time. Participants will be assigned a number
between 1 and B so that the researcher may consistently document the
discussion for the purposes of note taking.

Compensation
Subjects will not be compensated in any monetary form. However, they will be
provided refreshments and snacks during the focus group meeting.
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A.1.2 Focus Group Questions
What is your most memorable public washroom facility?

What seryices, besides elimination of bodily waste, do you think a public
washroom provides?
What components, apart from cubicles and toilets need to be provided to support
activity? (Probe: what design components, structural components, or accessories
do you think are integral to public washroom function?)
What is your perception of some of the activities that go on in a female/male
public washroom?
Do you feel safe in a public washroom?
Describe the atmosphere that would make you feel comfortable in the
washroom?
Do you think the washroom is a private place?

Have you ever used a public washroom shared by men and women?
Probe: Multi unit or single unit?
Probe: Where?

What are some of the concerns you would have in a unisex public washroom?
Do you think this type of washroom would be more appropriate in a night club, an
office or a university?

What are some design elements that you feelwould be important in a unisex
public washroom?
Do you think a unisex washroom would be a private place?

Would you feel comfortable in a unisex washroom?
Would you feel safe in a unisex washroom?
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41.3

Explanatory statement and Consent form for:

Focus Group Title:

"Examining the Public Washroom"
Principal Researcher: Stavroula Goutsos
E-ma il : vqoufsos@ hotmai l. com
telephone: (204) 292-4026
E-ma il : Chalmers(CIcc. uman itoba.ca
Supervisor: Lynn Chalmers
telephone: Q)a) 474-6435

This Consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records
and reference, is only part of the process of informed Gonsent. lt should
give you the basic idea of what the research is about and what your
participation will involve. lf you would like more detail about something
mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel free to
ask. Please take the time to read this carefully and to understand any
accompanyi ng i nformation.
Purpose of the research:
The purpose of this research is to obtain information which will build my
knowledge about public washrooms. I am interested in learning about how men
and women currently feel about public washrooms, and how they would respond
to a unisex public washroom in order to help the researcher to better inform the
design of a multi-unit unisex public washroom for the purpose of a practicum
thesis Masters of lnterior Design.

Description of Procedures
There are three possible phases in this research. They are listed below

L Pre-Focus Group Contact
ln this Contact, l, the researcher will provide you, the potential participant with the
location, time and date of the focus group discussion.

ll. Focus Group drscussion
The discussion will last between one and two hours, depending on your interest
and availability and will take place in an enclosed room. You will participate in a
discussion along with seven other men/women and a facilitator. Rather than
follow a strict question and answer format, I will begin the discussion by showing
some images of public washrooms and then allow a guided discussion to
develop according to a series of prepared questions. During this time you are
free to express your opinions and add to the discussion at any time.
lll. Follow up
lf you request a copy of the group discussion transcript, I will mail it out to you.
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Potential Risks:
I plan that this discussion will be stimulating for all the participants and that the
environment will be comfortable. However, if you agree to take part in the focus
group there may be a point where you begin to feel unsettled or uncomfortable
by the comments either you or other participants are making. You have the
option of leaving at any time. Again, please know that you are under no
obligation and may withdraw at any point in time.

Description of Recording Devices:
This discussion will be audio{aped. However, you have the right to request that
something you have said remains off the transcript. Also, if you would like to be
addressed by an alias during the discussion, you must indicate this on the form
below. The audio-taped discussion tape shall not be duplicated for any reason
and will remain in my (the researcher's) possession.
Degree of Confidentiality:
The material obtained from this focus group, (i.e. transcripts and audio tapes) will
be used for the research purposes of the final thesis practicum document. To
protect your anonymity, I will not use your name on any material obtained from
this focus group or identify any of the participants. Rather each participant will be
assigned a number between 1 and B and will be identified in all material by this
number alone. The audio taped discussion will be stored in the researcher's
locked home office, and after transcription is complete, the tapes will be
destroyed. The transcripts themselves will also be securely stored in the
researcher's home office. The information collected will be summarized and
accessible by the public upon completion of my practicum thesis. The thesis will
be available from the University of Manitoba Libraries.

Payments/ Benefits for Participating:
Unfortunately, I do not have the resources to pay for participation. So apart from
snacks and refreshments, you will not be paid for your participation.

lnformed Gonsent:
Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your
satisfaction the information regarding participation in the research project
and agree to participate as a subject. ln no way does this waive your legal
rights nor release the researchers, sponsors, or involved institutions from
their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from
the study at any time, and /or refrain from answering any questions you
prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence. Your continued
participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so you should
feel free to ask for clarification or new information throughout your
participation.
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Giving your Consent
I agree to take part in the focus group entitled "Examining the Public
Washroom". I have read the explanatory statement and understand that
agreeing to take part means that I am willing to:

o
.
.
I

Participate in a focus group discussion.
Allow the research to quote me directly - as long as this does not
publicly identify me by name, and
Agree not to reveal the names or identities of other participants in
the focus group.

would like to be identified by an alias during the discussion.
No

Participant's
stg nature

_Yes

Date

Researcher's
stg nature

This research has been approved by the Joint Faculty Research Ethics
Board. lf you have any concerns or complaints about this project you may
contact any of the above-named persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat
at 474-7122, or e-mail margaret_bowman@umanitoba.ca. A copy of this
consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and
reference.
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A.1.4 Female Focus Group Transcription
Q1: What is your most memorable public washroom facility?
1: Red River, I like it when you turn the corner, no door, darker washrooms
moody, automatic flusher, also the ones where the towel, you put your hands
there and the towel comes out, and then, the bowls that come up and then
sensors, and that's a different restaurant, I like it dark. Seems homier or
something. I remember different washrooms for different parts of it.

2: I can add more to that, yeah, a little bit of whimsy in a bathroom, something
that's a little more fun, because everyone who goes to Pasta La vista remembers
the doors. But I like washrooms where there are seats in them, like at the new
Earls Polo Park, cause people are always using it to sit, or in that bar in the
exchange district, and there is that big sitting area,l forget the name, cause
people can go there and its like a space, away from the main bar to relax, and
people really like that. And I think I like dark washrooms too because it keeps
with the flow of the night- you're night like in a dark bar and then in a room with
fluorescent lights where your skin looks green.
5: I liked the Palomino because they had all the goods for sale in the washroomthey like had a women standing there with an attendant with a sign that said you
could use whatever you like- and it was just tipping and they had Clorets and
hairspray and mouthwash and whatever you wanted it was all there, like things
that you need.
1: I do remember Air Canada first class where they gave you a little baggy with
all nice things - that was a memorable washroom experience.
4: When I think of washrooms I think about bad things like washroom that smell
bad- or when there dirty and you have to touch a lot of things. Like when you
have to flush the toilet with your hands and it's all wet!!
3: Yeah, I agree with 1 completely, I appreciate washrooms where you have to
touch as little as possible, but um, I like details too, like if you go to the Toad on
Main, they have hand cream and Kleenex and it's such a nice touch.

7:

But you need someplace with lights where you can check your imperfections,
or whatever, like if its not too dark or maybe one area lit where you can see if
your makeup needs touching up, there does need to be a lit area.
4: And you need space so you know there are not four people in one crammed
area trying to check themselves in the mirror, or so that you have to put your
purse down on a wet countertop.

t9
6: I think that also for me a memorable bathroom is also about safety concerns
around the some of the bathrooms that l've been in. I don't know if anyone has
been to Baked Expectations but you have to go down the stairs and essentially
you're removed completely from the restaurant and from anyone around you and
you're downstairs in a little enclosed space where you have no control over who
comes in, who's there, and its such a removed area that pose I do think a
difficulty for women who have safety concerns, and then the other memorable
washroom for me is also and issue of removalfor me. What ended up happening
in an office where I used to work at is, and it's a very large office, and the
bathrooms were removed and were close to the elevators and they do that l
would think so that the public could use the washrooms just like the office
personnel could, but it does remove it completely from the office and forces you
to walk around the entire office to get to them so everybody knows when you're
going.
Q2: What services besides the elimination of bodily waste do you think a public
washroom serves?

And l'll give you an example about what I mean by services, for example in a bar,
a woman goes there to cry or talk with her friend. That is what I mean by service.
6: well in a bathroom in an office space, a lot of times the bathroom is used for
business, I mean business is conducted in the bathroom and that's a very real
situation because it may not be so much of a transaction but you tend to get to
know other people in the more public area and the more you see them in the
washroom the more accessibility you have to them, I mean even between junior
employees and senior employees.

1: Make a phone call
2'. Can act as a rest site.

7: What about feeling connected, so that you don't feel removed so that you
don't; miss the action.

4: We mentioned earlier that you know you have to go freshen up

Well as a woman has there been functional needs which you have felt have not
been satisfied in the current public washrooms.
6: Well as a mother, I find that often in commercial spaces, not only is there no
room to get in with a baby but there is no room for changing either.
5: And there is never just counter space, a lot of times.
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6: Yeah and especially washrooms with double doors, it is impossible for
anyone with a disability or me with a baby carriage to manoeuvre around those
double doors.

7: I have found that it is shocking that a lot of washrooms don't even have those
paper napkin disposals; I mean they all should regardless if it is male or female
and maybe it should be incorporated in the architecture somehow to ensure that.
5: And somewhere to - well they say its not safe anymore to hang your purse,
but some washrooms now have a shelf that kinda folds down so you can put your
purse on it and it is eye level so Someone can't reach over and grab it.

3: I think also, like, if you're out with a lot of people and you need to talk to one
person one on one, I mean the bathroom is always a place to go and do that, its
almost like a comforting space, I mean like a sitting area would be great for that.
Q: l'll ask the next questions but it seems like we've already touched upon it quite
a bit, What components apart from cubicles and toilets need to be provided in the
washroom for activities?
3: Well something really little that drives me crazy is when the edge of the door
doesn't meet- and there is like a big gap and everyone can see.

6: Not only that but half the time the door doesn't even lock because it the lock
doesn't properly meet up is not close enough to the other side.
4: There is a restaurant in Vancouver, that has like a regular door, but with slats
in it, so you don't feel completely closed in but you never have the problem of the
door not closing.
5: A window in a bathroom or natural light would be nice, or a skylight'
3: Well, I don't want someone seeing me go to the washroom, but it's kinda nice
to get a sense of who is in the washroom with you, so if the door goes down to
the ground you just don't know.
7: Would a light or some sort of trigger be enough, instead of having to see feet.
6: Well I like to know who is in the washroom and what the ratio is

1: I like to be able to see people coming in, like when I see the shoes come in I'm
like o.k.
2: Yeah, and if it is a unisex washroom would want to be able to see the set of
shoes.
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1: Yeah and to be able to crawl out.
6: Why would that matter??

2: Because I would just feel if your door is closed, and it is a unisex washroom,
am more concerned for like the bar setting, I would just want to be able to see
that someone could see my feet.

I

6: lt may be a ridiculous statement but I am very comforted by the types of feet
that I see sometimes. I mean if all of a sudden you see 12 sets of biker boots it
will be of a very different concern than if you see 12 pairs of Mary Janes.
3: Like when I was in England and using the men's washroom, there was a guy
in there and there was no way I would leave the stall until he had left.

2: I think what it comes down to is in that stall you feel very trapped, and you are
very vulnerable; there is only one exit, and whatever is outside of that stall is
what you are faced with.
7: ln the back wall there should be a mechanical device that if there is no toilet
paper it will automatically refill it- because that is a big concern.
6: Wellthat's why sometimes the opening in the partition is a good thing
Because you can pass things back and forth through it.
1: Also, like space between the toilet and the door, it drives me nuts when the
door is in your face.

5: And also the space between the wall and the door, like the door swings open
and you can't even get out and you have no room to move around.

2: Especially with the University washroom, you have your backpack and you
can't even move in there, not to mention trying to get off your winter jacket.
4: Yeah, and some people use the bathroom to change in- especially if your at
work.
5: They should make like one stall to change in- without a toilet or anything.

3: For workplaces, I like the idea of a shower, and lockers because I think more
people- I mean like I bike to work.

4: I think that is more of the function of like a locker room area
7: But in a nightclub, how about if someone is sick, or pukes, you can go and
rinse it off in a shower like area- that is handy.
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6: ln a unisex washroom I could only imagine what would happen in a shower
area
7: Even if it were in a public space where people were coming in and could see
you?
1: I know this is a little off topic, but my boyfriend read an article on the top ten
washrooms in Winnipeg and one of the top ones was the one at the leg- that is
supposed to be absolutely awesome- and just how clean it is. And how private.
4: Yeah, cleanliness
7: Toilets should be mounted on the wall and not on the
easily sweep under it.

floor. So then you can

6: That's a very good point

4: I like the self flushing ones, the ones where when you get up it automatically
flushes.

2: I always use tissue. But a bathroom I really like to go to is the Bay Downtown
I love how huge it is and then you have those dressing tables. lt is so nice to go
to.

5: I like how it is divided- like you have one row of stalls, and then the nest row is
where you do your makeup.
Q4: What is perception of some of the activities that go on in the female public
washroom?

4: Crying.
3: Making out.
1: Puking.
4: Tampon changing.

7: Makeup Application.
6: To just get away from whomever.

Q5: Do you feel safe in a public washroom?
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4: Depends, when there are people in there, I went to a movie a couple of
weeks ago and I was freaked out because there was no one in there and there
was 40 stalls and just me. - it spooked me out.
6: Maybe that's because of the gender right; like maybe if it was a non-gender
washroom your boyfriend could come in with you.
5: Would you feel better if there was an attendant in every bathroom?

2: I would feel uncomfortable
6: I think an attendant in a bar washroom is a good idea. Or at least some sort of
monitoring- I don't mean monitoring the stalls but monitoring the washroom in
some way.
4: Maybe and emergency button or something.
6: I think that the reality is that if something were to happen to someone in the
washroom it would either be by the consent of everyone in the washroom, some
sort of a gang situation or it would be a situation where it is happening in the stall
where you couldn't see it anyways- so for me I don't think its vision- its about
acoustics, that somehow you could ask for help and help would be provided. I
think that a panic button might work. For example I know that at the Die Machine
in Osborne Village there have been a number of rapes that happen in the
women'S washroom by women on Women. lt is not only a male on female
situation that you have to think about. And I also think that your client would be
disservice if you designed a unisex washroom without thinking of safety
concerns. Because I would have to say that your client would likely be liable if
some type of assault occurred.
6: And I don't necessarily think that a unisex washroom is in anyway more
dangerous that a single sex washroom, but I think that the initial perception is
that it is and I think that if you need to address some sort of safety.
7: Well I know that at 7, a nightclub in Toronto, it is a genderless washroom and it
is part of the space, it is like and open corridor where there is stalls on one side
and sinks on the other, so it feels connected to the space. So as soon as you
come out of the stall you are in the bar space kind of.

6: Well I think that when you make it a genderless washroom in a nightclub, I
think you make it a very social space, automatically because it is a nightclub, and
by making it genderless you say that it is ok for males and females to associate
and to be alone in a quiet space and I think that once you do that you add
another dimension to the nightclub- one that we in Winnipeg are not accustomed
to yet.
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7: I think that in a genderless washroom, you should not have urinals, because
once you see urinals you think men.

2: I like your idea of being able to see into the bar from the stall because even if
you're not physically safer, mentally I would feel safer. I think the perception of
safety is more important.
4: I think that in the offíce space it would be really weird though'
7: Maybe it's not even about visually being able to see but maybe even the
material, that maybe it you just need some type of connection between the
washroom and the rest of the space.

Q6: Describe the atmosphere that would make you feel safe in a washroom?
4: the clean thing reminds me of home and it smells good'
5: Well lit, not too bright, but well lit.

1: There is a washroom at U of W that has a window and it is so nice and safe.
2: I like washroom where you actually know the door is locked.
6: The bathroom is such a private space where you can do illegal activitieswhich makes it feel unsafe.
5: And sound, I mean I don't want to hear what is going on next
speaker on each stall.

door. Maybe a

Q7: Do you think that the public washroom is a private space?
6: I think the stalls are private but the rest of the space is public, it is no longer a
private space especially for women who are intent on communicating in the
space and now people crack jokes in the washroom to ease the tension and that
makes the stalls even less private.
3: I would probably say that the stalls are private but the remainder of the
bathroom is semi-private.

4: I think even the stalls are only semi-private; I mean they are visually private
but you can hear everything, like if you're peeing.
2: Well I think it is private because if you think of what you do in the mirror, like
check your makeup, you wouldn't do that in the bar so it is a more private space.
PAUSE
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QB: Have you ever used a public washroom that is shared by men and
women??
6: Well at Happenings they have multi unit unisex washrooms; at least that is
what they end up being. I think they are and whatever it is there are men and
women in the washroom.
QB: What are some of the concerns you had in a unisex washroom?
3: Well in the one I used, in Madrid, you walk into the bar, and the washroom was
at the end, and all the sinks are shared by men and women, and they each go in
one direction.

5:

I

think that a men's washroom would be dirty.

7: Would you want a man to see you touching up your makeup?

4: I think I would be more comfortable with they watching me put on my makeup
then hearing me pee.
7: Essentially behind stalls, everyone sound the same, so how would they know if
it was you.
5: Yeah but men don't think we go to the bathroom or fart.

6: I wouldn't fart in a public place.

2:

options. So what if it was like communal, separated
washrooms, I think the main thing is that people have to have options, because
I like the idea of having

no one person here as we can see has the exact same vision of what they want
in a unisex washroom. And you want everyone to feel comfortable.

4: yeah but, giving options like that might create stigmas for some of the people.
lf there is only one choice than that is what you have to do.
3: Well, I think that a good thing about a unisex washroom is the
acknowledgment that women and men use it. I mean we have been raised to
feel that for women, going to the bathroom is a taboo subject whereas men
speak of it candidly.

7: I think though that you need some private space away from the men to apply
makeup and stuff, you know so that guys can't see you.
5: Why do you think guys don't do that stuff- they check their hair and
everything? I think they're more vain sometimes than women.
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2: I think the main thing is to have a private space, not necessarily a private
space away from a man. lt's just that the public washroom is a more private
space within a public space.
4: Having the stalls together is also helpful because you know when you go
somewhere and you are with your boyfriend- well he can come in with you now
6: The sink area would be a social space though. I think with a unisex washroom
you're all of a sudden bringing a different element to the space. And that there
may be people using it just for that reason not even for going to the bathroom.

4: I think you have to watch out for that too- I mean you don't want it to become
packed for social activities.
6: Look at the women's washroom at the Roxy, it is a very social space.
6: Although I think a unisex washroom would be very strange in an office
environment. I mean in the office I work at, I think it would be very awkward for
some of the senior people to be in a sociable washroom space with someone
more junior- especially someone female- like a secretary.

4: Maybe it would help to blur the lines and to put a stop to those notions
2: What's funny is at the leg, there are really nice washrooms with soap,
hairspray and stuff and there are towels, but just for the ministers, so the rest of
us have to use napkins.

Laughter
5: Well look at Pan Am pool, I mean there are not divisions in the showers,
because it's all female, or ****

Q10: What are some design elements which you feel would be important in a
unisex washroom?

6: More counter space.
4: Soundproof walls or something to drown out the sound.
5: Stalls to the ground, so a guy can't pop his head underneath
1: How about off the ground on the side, but open on the front.

2: I am worried about someone not seeing me.
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3: no actually door closing - | mean no door into the bathroom, nothing
someone can close or lock behind you.
Q11: Do you think that the unisex washroom would still be a private space.

6: No I don't think so.
5: I think it would.
7: But if you're dating a guy, do you really want him to see you in the bathroom
on your date. Especially on a first date.
1: I think you just adapt.
6: That's right.

6: I don't have any difficulty putting makeup on in front of a guy
7: it's just that this is a great opportunity to take away all inhibitions
3: Maybe there will be a benefit where if you wear makeup then you will be
comfortable enough with the guy to show him.
6: Well I think what 7 said is so poignant, that its gets right to the point. The
reason that the writer is creating a genderless washroom, is to try and take away
some of those elements of gender that limit the two sexes - and it would be so
sad if at the end of the day we ended up creating more limitations and secret and
private- well that stigma that would effectively make the public space, just simply
a greater bar space, or a greater university centre space- rather than taking that
area and making it a genderless washroom.

4: I think that is something that will happen for a lot of people that aren't
comfortable with the idea- but I think the idea is there for the younger generation
who haven't developed those types of things can be comfortable with the area.
5: I agree, it's just a matter of what you're used
you'll do it.

to. lf there is only one choice

7: But on the other hand, I think we should protect our back stage behaviour,

6: I'll,tell you that I would have no problem putting on makeup in front of a guy in
a bar but I would never do it in an office space- never. Because I think it creates
that allusion that you are more concerned with your looks and that somehow your
looks relate to how perceptive you are or how efficient you are at work. And I
think that lwould not want to create that image- but in abar, where you want to
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be sexual- I think that putting on makeup is very sexy thing- a women putting on
lipstick in a semi-private space is the sexiest thing- but I would never do it in an
office.

2: ls there ever a place for public gender- specific places? Like at the squash
club- I think its nice that it is men only and those men can congregate there.
They are totally uninhibited there.
6: The thing is that women would still be inhibited around other women: I mean
have seen women literally do gymnastics to get their bra off without another
woman seeing them- or without exposing a nipple.

I

4: You see the old ladies that are like I don't care

6: However, I like the idea of gendered spaces, and I love the fact that a woman
can go somewhere and be exclusively female and have that opportunity to be
empowered and converse and have that safety net. And I think that taking that
away from the washroom, the question is if you're taking that away what are you
giving back.
1: I think you get used to it- either way.

ln a washroom, in bar, the 5 girls are in the washroom together, and she just
found out her boyfriend is cheating on her and she is crying, and they all come
into the washroom, and her boyfriend is in the next stall. And does that take
away from the experience for women- | don't think it does for men- but for women

6:

yes.

4: But that is changing too, because the shoulder the girl is crying on is not
necessarily going to be a girls' - now it is a guy's. Or what about the girl who is
crying about her girlfriend cheating on her?
1: I don't think that something that is public - like the washroom should make the
determinations of what is female and what is male.

6: I think the point is that if you have thought about it and take into account all the
aspects than this could be a great project.
4: Whether or not a bathroom is gender specific or not the same things are going
to occur. So it's more on towards the gender non-specific.

7: Maybe every public washroom should have a private space where certain
things can go on.
2: lf you were to take away one thing from this it's that people need options- like
some people want to break down the barriers and others don't - present options
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and offer people to look at things in a different way- maybe incorporate issues of
public and private and mixed gender and not.
6: Well you know you're taking into account three very different situations, like
the university, where it is a place of learning, in the formative years where ideas
are established, and an office where there is a very hierarchical gender and
sexual tension- I would say that you would almost have to set 3 completely
different boundaries with different issues.

7: But you could have a prototype that is applied to each one.

4: Everything is designed with the context in mind anyways.
3: I juts want to add that offering options would be so beneficial
The writer: Well I wanted to thank everyone for participating in this discussion, I
hope you took away something from it and please let me know if you would like a
copy of the transcription. Thanks again. That was great.

A1.5

Male Focus Group Transcription

What is your most memorable public washroom facility?

6: a 5 star hotel my wife and I stayed at, nice tile, marble, workmanship
1: Are you joking? I remember when I was in a truck stop in France, the room

was round, the back wall was rounded, and then there were urinals and sinks
along the back wall, and it was all open, it was cool.
3: I remember a restaurant in Montreal called Bueno Notte, I think. lt had
miniature TV screens playing Barbarella.

2: No way, well The Redstone Café in Minneapolis, Minnesota was clean and
stylish. lt was super modern, nice music, nice colors, hand creams, etc.
7: The girls'washroom at Earls. I snuck in once with my girlfriend- she said I had
to check it out. Guys'washrooms always stink.

4:Tier,5th floor, it has nice marble and it's very private.
5: I went to a bar in a NYC night club- when I was using the urinal, then a woman
walked into the same washroom. lt was my first unisex washroom experience.

Probe: What did you do?
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5: I stopped for a sec and then said what the hell and went about my business.
What seryices, besrdes elimination of bodily waste, do you think a public
washroom provides?

1:

Dissemination of prophylactics and germs.

6: Nothing else. lt's a washroom.
7: Checking my hair maybe.

3: Privacy, a place to chill out, get caught up on my reading, a place to check out
how I look (fix hair; make sure tie is straight etc... )
2: A public washroom should provide a place where someone can go and wash
their hands, as well as be able to look them over in front of a mirror.

4: I think that a washroom is for socializing with other workers, party-goers, fixing
my hair, washing my hands, brushing my teeth.
5: Maintaining personal hygiene and keeping up appearance I guess'
What components, apart from cubicles and toilets need to be províded to support
activity? (Probe: what design components, structural components, or accessories
do you think are integral to public washroom function?)
6: A mirror, a sink to wash hands
1: yeah a sink, and mirror, disseminator, heat, ventilation, non-porous surfaces

3:

Mirrors, sink, something to dry my hands.

2: Mirrors and faucets.
4: Yeah, mirrors for sure and maybe Some penthouse magazines and sherry.
5: sinks, air dryers and mirrors.
7: Same with me, mirrors for sure.
What is your perception of some of the activities that go on in male public
washrooms?
6: Gossip,
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1: Masturbation, sex, drugs, drug deals; it's weird because it's like the pubic
washroom as become a place for hidden activities, like mostly illegal ones.

7: Nothing really.
3: The male washroom has nothing out of the ordinary, going on, the female
washroom there is for sure gossiping and meetings where girls meet to talk about
different things.

2: Come on guys, for males, it is to use the facilities, either to go to the bathroom
or check their hair. lt is my perception that females use it in a more social way
then males. They talk more in a bathroom then males would.
5: yeah, socializing with the opposite sex, for women at least'
Do you feel safe in a public washroom?

1: No, I'm worried about he germs, like herpes on the toilet seat, I don't like
touching the door handles or anything.
6: Yeah, I'm a guy.
3. Yeah, totally.

7: Usually, unless I'm in a gaY bar.

2: I feel safe in most of the public facilities. There are always going to be places
where you do not. lt all depends where you are'
5: I usually feel safe, but it depends on where the washroom
safe where I am, then I won't feel safe in the washroom.

is. lf I don't feel

Describe the atmosphere that would make you feel comfortable in the
washroom?

6: I don't know
1: Lots of national Geographic, stalls that went all the way to the floor and ceiling,
touchless everything.
3: Stalls that are spacious and private, many of them to ensure there is the least
amount of waiting in line making uncomfortable eye counteract.

4: proper ventilation is a key and cleanliness'
7: As long as it doesn't smell like shit, I'm comfortable.
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5: music playing, nice smell in the air, and stalls with enough privacy'
Do you think the washroom is a private place?
1: Yeah.

2:The washroom to me has purpose. I do not go to the washroom to socialize or
enjoy talking to people, even friends, in a washroom. Get in, do what you have
to do, and get out.
4: No not at all.
5: Yes and

no. I consider the stalls private, but the remaining area in the

washroom no.

7:

No, not at all, only my washroom at home.

Have you ever used a public washroom shared by men and women?
Probe: Multi unit or single unit?
Probe: Where?

Yes. I was in a gay bar in Toronto, and I didn't know which side was the
female or the males, because you couldn't tell what sex anybody was. So
ended up going into the female washroom all night. And in Europe, I went to
1:

I

multi-sex washrooms, it was weird the first time but I got used to it. lt seems that
the Europeans were less embarrassed about their bodily functions.

3: I'm proud of my bodily functions. My washroom at work is unisex, but it was
single unit.
2: No, never
4: Yeah I have, at my house

7: ln Europe I used a bunch, but it was different there, it's not such a big deal to
them.
5: The one in New York I talked about.
What are some of the Concerns you would have in

a

unisex public washroom?

1: Girls looking at my pee pee. And my smell, because I have stinky shits.

6: Using the washroom while there is a girl in the stall next door
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3: Proper sound proofing and ventilation so it doesn't smell

2: Privacy would be the greatest concern. I also believe that certain individuals,
mostly immature males, would use the facility for unrelated purposes. They
would try and pick-up women, as well as try and peep.
4: I don't want to see tampons in the garbage, no thanks

5:

For me I wouldn't care
about her.

lf I was with my girlfriend though, I would be worried

Do you think this type of washroom would be more appropriate in a night club, an
office or a university?

1. I think it would be equally appropriate in all 3

6: Not anywhere.

3: ln a nightclub, for sure.
7: A nightclub, I don't want to take a crap in front of my boss

4: No, not in a nightclub, people would screw for sure, maybe an office where
people are civilized and not wasted.
2: lf itwould work anywhere, it would be in a university. I nightclub would result
in ill-uses of the facility. An office would result in insecurities between male and
female staff members. ln universities, I would think that the individuals that are
using this bathroom are more open.

5:

ln a nightclub I think. People who go to nightclubs would be more ok with the
idea because of the sexual Connotations of the washroom.

What are some design elements that you feelwould be important in a unisex
public washroom?
1: Stalls all the way to the ceiling and floor, I'd also like a place to wash your
hand and not be seen by everyone else. Also, a little vent at mid height so when
you fart the smell goes out.

3: Space, privacy, having actual paper towels instead of the dreaded hot air
dryers.

2: Privacy should be the most important factor, dividers between urinals and toilet
stalls that go down to the ground. Ventilation should also be a priority. There is
nothing worse than foul doors when in a public washroom.
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4: a wall dividing the stalls for sure
5: carpet, couches, tables, music, basically anything that promotes socializing
7: Yeah dividing walls, and no urinals
Do you think

a unisex washroom would be a private place?

lt depends on which part of the washroom we are discussing. I think a unisex
washroom can be more private because it gives us the opportunity to have
separate rooms for each lavatory. ln this way, each person has a totally private,
sound-proof room to perform the most basic of bodily functions'
However, it could also be less private in the hand-washing areas as they could
be used by both sexes - it depends on the design. Keep it real, and roll on.

1:

6: No, violence would occur, rapings etc, some loser would not be able to control
himself knowing there was a girl in the stall next door with her pants down.
3: Not totally.
7: No, is anyplace private really?
2: How can it be? I don't believe and public washroom is a private place
5: no because girls and boys would socialize
Would you feel comfortable in

a unisex washroom?

1: Yes, I don't see the big deal, men and women share washrooms all the time,
we both shit, and we both pee, what's the problem?
3: Yeah sure.

2'.I am assuming that this is in a multi-unit unisex washroom. I don't think I
would be comfortable in one. I believe men and women both want private
spaces to use the washroom. I close the door behind me at home when using
the washroom.
5: Yeah.
7: Yeah lthink so; I mean I did in Europe, I think lwould get used to it here.
Would you feel safe in

6: yeah of course.

a unisex washroom?
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1: I would feel safer because there would be a greater chance of there being
someone else in the washroom.
3: Yeah.

2: I would feel safe, but I am a male. I cannot see females feeling as safe
4'. l'm

5'4". Do you feel safe?

7: Yeah, unless I saw a gang go in before me, then maybe not.

5: Yeah, l'm a guy. I don't think a girl would feel safe though.
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A2,1 Lighting: University Centre
LOCATION
Stall

TYPE
Semirecessed

Sink Area

Semirecessed

Circulation

Sudace

Counter

Pendant

SPECIFICATIONS
Glass disc within matte
chrome plated frame,
diffused evenly lit
sudace
Downward illumination
with three powder
coated rings reducing
angle of glare and
reflecting liqht to ceilinq
Soft diffuse illumination,
white opal olass
Suspension, general
illumination, internal
reflector, qrev aluminium

Ë,Ë
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42.2 Lighting: Smith Carter Architects
LOCATION
Pod

TYPE
Semirecessed

Shower

sudace

Circulation

recessed

SPECIFICATIONS
Suspended within ceiling
frame, direct downward
illumination, round
symmetrical light
distribution
Soft diffuse illumination,
glass waterproof shade
Low voltage, diffuse
ambient liqhtinq
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A2.3 Lighting: Empire Cabaret
LOCATION
Stall
Sink

Circulation/
Prep Bar
Social
Seating

TYPE
LED within
panels
Semirecessed
pendant
Semirecessed

SPECIFICATIONS
LED flexible strip lighting
Low voltage downward
light with poured glass
diff user
Plastic polycarbonate
iniection blow-moulded
Polished aluminium
matte reflectors,
reflected down light and
provides ceiling with soft
ambience

Çt
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Þoured olass diñrser
Plastic polycarbonate injection
blow-moulded
Pol¡shed alumin¡um matte
reflectors, reflected down light
and provides ceiling with soft
ambîence
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R3- RrrrrcrED CETLTNG
N
E¡¡prnr CnanBrr
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PLAN

locate exhaust
centrally in
each stall
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